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CBM 15JIC Dish Drive (Neww/JD) . SI 19 00
COM 1511-11 Disk Orivo (Ngww/JD) S129 0Q

CSM 1571 DisKDnve(Rcmanu!aewettw.'JO) CALL
CMD FD-JKH (BOOK Ofifl 16MB). . S179 00

CMOFO Hsai-Time-Cioch Option 539 00

Bo«ol 10. MigllDonsily D*kS(1 6-U8) S1« 95

Boiol 10 EnnancaO1 Density Disks (3 2 ME) S29.00

HD-KIT (Contreier. Case PS. Manual Senas ^

HD-1000. I GB(SrxrcialEdlian) S4J900

HD2W0.2GB(SKC'alE!t]ion) . SM9 00

HD-3000. 3 GB [Special Edition) . S669 CO

HD 4000, 1 GB (Special rOiiion) . . S743 00

SupoiCPU64 S179OC

SupcrCPU 64 w.SupoiRAM (no HAM mslnlFQO) S219 M

SitparCPU 64 w/SunoiRAM H MB) . SJ54 00
SunorCPU 64 w/Sur»iHAM (8 MB) S278 ""
SufJOiCPli 64 «^u!»rRAU (16 MB) S316ia,

S^ccrCPU 12S S239CO
SjeorCPU 12a AtfSuperRAM (no RAM i/151[iiIcq) S279 00

SuperCPU 128 WSuporRAM (4 MB) S314CO

SupcrCPU 123 ivvSuMirAAM (8 MB) S33B CO

SuporCPU ISSm'SuM'RAMOSMB) S378.0O

SuBorRAM Cara (no RAM instated) S79.W

SuporRAM Caid (4 MB) S1T4Q0

SiiporRAM Card (B MB) SI39OT
SupciRAMC.iro'llGMU) . . ... 517900

MomlorafJOcoljnvi and 40V90 column)

Aprotok 3-way user Port £*pancer

Aprolek User Pen Etfonsjon Cable

C-64 Compuiei (Remanuiaciutec. *'JO S PS)

C-64C Computer (RemafiutBcijrea. «wJB S PS)

C-64C Computer (New)

....CALL

S30M

$19 M

$99 OD

$109 00

$139 00

SX.64 Computer (Rrjin.-inulaswreo1 «'J0) $299 00

C-12a Computers CALL
C128'DComoutr;.s(Rlimnnutac1uteOv.;jD) CALL

C-64.'64C Po«erSjpcrV (Nflw. 1 7 Ar^t) . .. S29 00
C-64/64C RepairaDlePS (M0«. 1 7 Amp ) S39 KJ
CM'WC Moavy Duty Rnpairaae PS (N»*, CMD) $64 55

C-128 RepairoBlcPoivCI Supply (Now, CMD) S64 5S

C-1280 Inlornol Pomor SupDIy (Now) S39 DO
1S41-II/I58VRL«1 POtvoi Supply (Now, I Amp.) S2S 00
CMD EV2-1 3-PorlCortndgo Pon Eipiinoor .. S39.00

CMD EX3 3-Pon CarlnOgo Port EipanoOr S34 00

RAMLinkBasa M(Htal(OMB, NoFMMCaid) -SI 69 00

RAML)nKY./lMBRAMCara(SpMial') S2G9 00

wuvB RAMCara (Special1! S2f9 00

w/l6'^iiHAWCaia(Speoal') . . . S36900

HAMCa(0 filC Ootion/Alior MariwT Kit. 51000,519 DO-

RAM Link Battery Back up (Optional) S24 95

Parallel Cablo (RAW Link to MD) $13 95

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE

EVER CREATED FOR CEOS

II you've been wailing lor GEOS lo gel botlor, (aster and moro

efficient, your wail is over! Click Hero Software's Wheels takos

GEOS to Ihe nex1 level, with full integrated support for all Ibo

latest hardv/a:e. Wheels also adds many features not previously

available in GEOS, as well as some that could only bo had by

buying or adding other utilities and patches. GEOS is really going

someplace, and it has the Wheels to gel there!

Wheels64 $36.00 Wheels128 $40.00

Minimum requirement for Wheels1 GEOS64v2.0or GEOS 128v2,0,1541

or 1571 disk dnvrj, manse or joyslicV. and 128K or larger RAM expande'

j

CW0 GcoCaHo II Print Casio 6i:/15!!

Flip rVFilo E5 Disk HertSD! IS S5-inch.)

Flocpy D(SNS(25p(!r;koiOSDD5 25-incH)

tnkwoll Light Porv MoOol I70C

r-tonitrji Capros

Cannon BJC-4400 Color lnh|0l PrmlBr(RGlutB)

Panasonic KSP-11S0 9-p'n Pf.nlor

Panasonic KXP^130 2i-pin B.V/Pnrvtor [RoFurB| S193.C0

Poni50ni:K>!P-2IMZ4-I>nColo:(P.O(urB) S235 CO

Pannsonic KXP-3130 2i-rjn Pnntqr(BAV) S3S9 GO

Panasoni; KXP-2130 JJ-pm Color Pnntor . . S4B9.0C
SmartNno C-600 Pnnlor Inloriaco S 10.00

$34 96/S39 55

S2J95

) .. .S49 95

55 95

sioco

....S75C0

CALL

S173CC

SI 99 CO

Banv Street Wntar ,.-

CorjpaiiW (Aoacml

Cnanpak 84 (AOkus)

cnartpnk 12s (Abacus)

Dam Manager &4 (Tirnoworks}

GoDol ,-
I Paint vt 5 (12S. BO col .64KVOC)

I Pon»t.54 (12B.8O-CO1 MKVDCl)
Personal Port!33io Manager (ACacus) .

RUN PmJ-JCtrviSy Pak I. II. CJ IN (Spec.ly)

RUN Super Siartet Pa* 1S410I1S81

HUN Works

BUC C Itcck Re gi SI or 128

SupoiScnpt 12S {Precision)

EuMiDaso64 Version 3 01 (Precision).

Suporoaso 128 Version 0 01 (Precision)

TWS 64 WSpBl&t (Busy 6ee)
TWS 12Bw«pKier(Busy Ben)

TWS Moeuies (HD/RUiNusiratot) - -

522 00

S25 00

... . SI700
S2S00

S16.00

S34 95

S39 00

SJ9CC

S16 00
$15.00

.. .. $20 00

. .. 520 00

$50 00

S20 00

. 535 00

S35 00

..-S1600

S29 00

S39OO

ach S5 CO

Novaterm
version 9.6

Join the Telecommunications Revolution... got

on the Information Super Highvfay TODAYl

BgB'uo ReaOerVJ

CMDUliNl.es

JiHyMON.61 (ML M

lO(SOGWAP) $33 00

S24 9S

S1995

BAEJICIW Compler (Acncus) . .. S1T.W
BASIC 12B Compiior (APa:us) S25 00

Blill1 63 Compiler (Skylos) S30 (C
BurMy 64/128 AsscmKor S39 (0

Cobol 64 (AnaciB) Si 7 00

Pasial S4 (AOacjsi $17.00
PowoiC (Spinnskcr) $15.00

AprolckCom-Moaer!i Aoapter(lof em. moOem) ...SI900

AcrolekCom-MooernAOapterCabte . .59 95

CommoOOra167tMo<»m(1200taijO) ... 51995

Mooom (9-25) or Null-MoOBm CaW9 (9-S or 9-25) .. .5995

Novilorm 9 6 (spKlly 3 5" or 525') S29 95
TurB0232 Cailiflgo (Up 10 HSKbpsI S39 95

US»S[>onstol336Kt)[JsFn*MorJlirn SI65O0

USR Sponstor rnimpoom w/Turco232 iCarjio S199O0

Easy-lo-uss - novico usercanliguraljon

No a $uppx?s UU encode and ULWkdob

and cor.vens to or c 5k or si a buffer Aim

ASCffl o PETSCII jrw PETECII to Untt

Praocaisuppan Zmodom ufyflo«nload,

rtjunto (crairi rKovery). streaming lo

buliei. Yr.adsn Daich Vmoflem-g.

Xmodem-ik. Xmod«m.1li-o(ir) bultir),

Xmodem ■CRC. Purtef. Kenrni. VWmcOem

Supporls Higti Speed Interlaces like

TurM232 to speeds up lo ZJCKi^s

Supports ANSI «lor'graph.ts.VT102. and

VTS? in 30 ecl Plus Commodore ecler

graphics and AHH cc gi All emulalion

mod ill as now load Irom one window

Just $29.95
(Spec.fy5.25-or3.5-d.sk)

Atomno

Coi'dto unities (Hanay Gods Ut cs) SI 3 55

Dosk Pack Plus . . ... - $23 00
Dwccjils Groatcsl Hits (hc~lKs2.Kl-;Lj;ili1!a) . S30 00

FONTPACK Plus S250D

oalcWay W or !2B (Spoc.iy Version) 529 95

900BASIC -- SE0 03
gooCltlc 64/128 ,..., . S40 00/S45CO

gooCnan . S29 03

gooFAX S3995
gooFilo 64.'I2S S40 C0/S4S.M

gooMakoBoot (Manas Bc;:ac s ;ofes) $!2.95

geoPrcgrammer S"5 03
SBOPuDiiStl

GEOS64V2.0 .,.,

GEOS 128 V2.0 S49.00
rjooSHEl.L V2.2 (CL1 lor GEOS) S24.D5

International FOM1PACK i25 00

PorloCI Pnm LO lor GEOS (LJScMiko output) S43 3i
HUH GEOS Companion S20.C0

RUM GEOS Pomi Pa» I or II (SpecJy) . .. . S23 00

Wheels 64 (GECS UpgraUO. rcq GEOS64v2 0) . $36.00

Chomp!

Cui Throats!

flay in the UfBOl PichisiDric Man

Escaoo Route

y

froggor

Giana Pm Circun

Gueniia .--.--

Haroball

Hoavontjouna

Island ohha Dragon

Jordan vs. Bird do on One

Kiflgs o! the Beacti

Lions ol me Universe

Mainframe

MeanSlreels
MOnngo

RUN C64 Gamcpak or Ct29 Fun pak (Spocily)

SkataorDIO
Tho President IsM.ssmai

Tho Throe Stooges

Tie Giflak Tennis

Tolas Ecl c-so —

Waken

war in Middle Earth

Wmgsof C?rce

S1700

S1300

..SI0.00

-SID CO
513 00

$19 00

S10CO

510 00
510 00

siooo

.510 00

519 05

$19 00

$10 00

.$10 00

. $19 95

. S13C0

. SIOOO

..S15W

sioco

SI 3.00

sioco

sioco

S16 00

510 00

.519 00

. $10 00

.$1300

Nei. Easier EO column m;x!es Sofl-80 on

C-64 iBr.hantrd umlling vl BElfl; and

25- or 23-line C-1K VDC BO-col. modi

Use any memory device as a butler

including: 17n [1EJ. HAULink psrlilipr.

GeoRAM. C1ZB VDC. BBGHAM, and

internal Ct>! merr^

tVeiv teii capture learures Cap'uro leiic^v

line am siore in any devce. High-speed

Iranslsrs aueclly mm rnemory and now

retain bultei contents witlt battery/power

backed BAM (Jevicos such as RAMLInk

Enhanced tu'l featured Teil ediio. cin

now load/uvfl likes Irom the buff«r and

tas an mtograiWscfipi compiler

Script larquoge Ic automatic operations

Simple BBS mole ■ dial-in downloading

Supports real-timeckxfcs InCWD davlcei

AIL new user") rrunual

JiffvDOV
Increase Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!

JltfyD0S6J Syslem S39.00

Includes JiliyDO!) CG4 Computer

ROM and one JiKyDOS *lve ROM

jitfyDOS 64c Syaiern S39.00

includes JilfyDOS CWe Computer

ROM ana one JifiyDOS drive RO"

JlilyDOSSX6'Syjlem S49.00

Includes JillyDOS SX64 Computer

HOMandSX1541 drive MOM

JlilyOOS 12BSyslem S49.00

Includes JiflyDOS C128 Computer

ROMs and one JillyDOS drive HOM

JlttyDOS 1SBD Sysiem $49.00

Includes J.tlvOOS C12BD Corrrpule-

ROM and 157ID drive ROM

JIHyDOS Drive ROMj S19.00

Available lor Co'nmodore 1341,1671,

1581 and r-ias; cumpatiblen

Shipping and Handling Charges

Digimaster S3495

Sib Symphcny Stereo Cartridge . S44 95
D' TS Caged An si o' Aioorytn-tucComposo' $15 00

I33S35

Adventures w/FractNDns (arjos 10-14) S15 00

E.poditions (ages 8-16) SIS CO
Pro Reading (ages 3-7) SIS 00

Spoiling BOB (agos 8-13) SIS 00

The Glass Computor (ages 12-) SIS Od
Tho Markel Place (ages 8-141 SIS.00

wneio in Europe is Carmen SanD ego' S29.CO

Wnoro m me Wola is Carmen SanOiego1 . S23.CO

Anatomy a'- the 1W1
C-64 Sc.oncD* Eno-necnng

CISSComsute'A Ota Design

C12B BASIC Tiair-mg Gmdo

CcJnJnoaoro 64 Tncks and Tips

Compiler Design £ Implamontai-on lor tho CC4

GEOS Programmors Rolorence Gu.dfl

Graphics Bool- loi Irio C'64

Hilcnriiiors Gu de 10 GEOS
Ideas tor Use en ttxr C-G4 _

Praiief BooktOilneCM

Mapping Ir.e C&4

SBM

sew

. S800
SB 00

...58.00

. saoo

szaoo

...-S8.00

.SZSM
. .$800

.S8 00

- - SS CD

••• All Major Credit Cards Accepted
Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express

50 01 IO519.S4)

120.00 IS S!9 99

SJO.OO 10 556 99

SI 50.00 lo 5399.09

S3 00 00 lo S 799 99

saoo oo ana lid

:

ess
UPS

S4.7S

SS.7S

56 Jb

S11.00

516.00

S21.00

Sod

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

UPS !na

y.; so'

131.00-

S30.O0'

Sis-oa-

S5S 00'

UPS COD. gOd SS.M {US only)

Air Parcel

53 00

S30.00

525.00

S3S.50

AiiMallor

CALL

CALL

CALL

CflLL

ChAD
Creative Micro Design*, Inc.

P O. Box 646 Info: (413) 525-0023

EasJ Longmeadow, MA 01026 Fax: (413) 525-0147

Visit our Web Site at http://www.cmdweb.com/

■ Oiher snipping methods available Cai( far iieiails

Policies: CWD .iccpdi^ Major Cfpait Catas, Mcney Oraers. COD ana
Porsonarcriecfcs PorsonalCnec^sflrflhol03rteeks CjsiCKneJiSTOspWisiDlo

It?' yuppng charge* on fdusco pa en ages Mownemsa'fiStocli.coritaclCWD

1o< firm 0elive:y He!urns for meicriancj&e credit onl/ w.ihin 30 flays witn onor

Huinornaiio-T. CiojJ'15 aie less shipping, handing, tases, cusiums, duties, ana

0 ifji'orcsrocKingcnarge. No refunds or creCits on opened soitware. All orices

anti ^peciiicaimns arc sub|ecf to change witho-jt notsce CMD Busmen Hours1

(Orders) M-F. 9AM-5 30PM EST (Tech Support) M-F. tPM-S 30 PM EST
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Once more
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come: The {
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had a booth at the Hobby&Elektronlk trade

fair In Stuttgart, Germany. We were able to

present new soft- and hardware for the C64 to

200;000 visitors. See page 6!
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con.se! The music group Welle:Erdball

demonstrates how to do it. Our editorial

bureau's very own Uncle got the chance for an

exclusive interview. Read more on page 9!

19
Demo Effects

In BASIC
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knows the C64

scene's famous
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how to create such effects with nothing more

than a bit of cunning BASIC programming. You

don't always need assembly language to do
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As the holidays draw near,

people start buying gills For all (heir loved ones.

However, tticrc is probably line friend that we

forgo. That would bo our Commodore computer.

Wouldn't il be nice to bestow ;i present upon our

favorite machine — the machine that plays our

games, does our work, picks up our e-mail, and

cruises the World Wide Web'.'

C- gifts can bo in any price range. It's the thought

thai counts. At virtually no cost, you can decorate

your computer with some slickers or handmade

covers for Ihe keyboard and drives. If you fancy

yourself an artist, you call give your compute a

paint job! Years ago Compute!'s Gazette

magazine had a competition on who could besl

repaint their computer, and at this year's World of

Amiga show in London, the grand door prize was

an Amiga 1200 computer, artfully airbrushed

with a glOSSy black, outer space background

complete with planets ami nebulas.

Your Commodore would look even more

decorative ifyou leaned a good magazine or book

on il. By taking out a subscription to the GEOS

Publication, GO64! /Commodore World.

Commodore Scene, or Commodore Zone; or

purchasing The Internet lor Commodore C64/I28

Users, you'd be assured ot'fiile reading.

At the lower end of the price bracket, you could

buy a disk or two from your C^ club's collection

of public domain disks. A step up would be to

buy some used, commercial software or used.

minor hardware, like a FaslLoad cartridge or

clone. New, unopened software is available from

CMD, Ccntsiblc Software, and other retailers.

Let's not forget the new software that comes from

other sources, like Loadstar, Maurice Randall

(Whe-e-ls 64/128, GcoPAX), Nick Rossi

(Novaierm 9.6), and Amdt Dctikc (GoDot), to

name a few. Purchasing th^ir products will

encourage them to develop their Software further.

Looking for something more substantial? If you

only have one disk drive (or just a tape drive!),

then buy one, two, or three extra disk drives-

Provided that the drive device numbers are

different, GEQS/Wheels can use the extra drives,

and disk-copying becomes so much easier with

more than one drive. An extra disk drive doesn't

have to be of the 5 1/4 inch variety; Commodore

1581 and Creative Micro Design FD-2000's can

use 3 1/2 inch disks -- the latler one using high-

density disks. With the exception of Hie FP-2000.

all ofthese drives can be readily found in ihe used

market. If you really want brand, new equipment,

CMD sells new 1541'sand FD-2000's.

Perhaps your Commodore looks a bil lonely.

Then you could buy an extra Cf>4, CI28, VIC-20,

Plus/4, or PET to keep it company. The first three

can easily be found in ihe used market, and CMD

sells the C64 new. Also, CMD has new,

repairable power supplies which will keep your

CM/128's going much longer.

Not satisfied with small-tune gifts? You can jump

to the major league with the purchase of a faster,

external modem; a Postscript printer, a

RAMLink, a SupcrCPU 64/128, the above FD-

20(1(1, or a CMD hard ilrive. Ranging in price

from Ihe low hundreds to [he multi-hundreds.

these hardware items will transform a CM or

C128 into a power machine.

O.K.. there you have it. To drive home the point a

little further, I've rewritten the song below lo fit

our Commodore lifestyle Have futi singing it,

and if you don't like the order of ihe iiems, you

can switch thetn around. As the song stands, it

would cost about $8,509 to buy all of the ilems!

...And that's according to prices and shipping

from Creative Micro Designs, Ccntsibk

Software, Loads I ar, Maurice Randall, and the

used market. (My thanks to fellow Commodore

user. Kevin Baysinger, for giving me inspiration

and ideas to finish the lyrics. Oh. yes. I know that

a FasiLoad-type cartridge doesn't speed up the

disk drive hut Ihe serial bus access. It jus! sounds

belter the way I wrote it.)

THE- 12DAYSOFCO.MMODOR1:X-MAS

On the first day of Christmas

I bough! my Commodore

A cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the second day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Two ram expanders

Ami a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the third day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two mm expanders,

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the fourth day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Four megs ofmem'ry,

Three Wl)cc1s upgrades.

Two ram expanders,

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the fifth day of Christmas

I bonghl my Commodore

FiveSCPU's.

Four megs ofmem'ry.

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders.

And a cartridge thai speeds up disk drives.

On the sixth day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Six FD disk drives.

Fivo SCTU's,

Four megs ofmem'ry,

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders.

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the seventh day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Seven speedy modems.

Six FD disk drives.

Five SCPU's,

Four megs ofmem'ry,

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders.

And a cartridge- that speeds up disk drives.

On Ihe eighth day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Light I gig hard drives.

Seven spced> modems.

Six !•'!) disk drives.

Five SCPU's,

Four megs of mem'ry,

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders,

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the ninth day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Nine Loadstar diskelles.

Eight 1 gig hard drives,

Seven speedy modems,

Six FD dink drives,

Five SCPU's,

Four megs ofmem'ry,

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders,

And a canridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the tenth day of Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Ten sturdy joysticks.

Nine Loadstar diskelles.

Eight I gig hard drives.

Seven speedy modems.

Six FD disk drives,

Five SCPU's,

Tour megs of mem'ry.

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders.

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the eleventh day of' Christmas

I bought my Commodore

Eleven RAMI.inks running,

Ten sturdy joysticks.

Nine Loadstar diskelles,

Light I gig hard drives.

Seven speedy modems.

Six FD disk drives.

Five SCPU's,

Four megs ofmem'ry;

Three Wheels upgrades.

Two ram expanders.

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

On the twelfth day of Christmas

1 bought my Commodore

Twelve games of action.

Eleven RAMI.inks running.

fen sturdy joysticks,

Nine Loaiislar diskelles.

Eight 1 gig hard drives,

Seven speedy modems,

Six FD disk drives.

Five SCPU's,

Four megs ofmem'ry.

Three Wheels upgrades,

Two ram expanders.

And a cartridge that speeds up disk drives.

Yours

Roben Bernardo

(Visalia, California)



News for Wheels-Users

Maurice Randall has updated his WWW

In addition lo his usual features, you will also

find the program "Finder" (A file-search utility

for Wheels), plus new mouse drivers lor Wheels

64 and Wheels 128. You can download Smart 4,

Smart 4R, 128Smart 4, l28Smart 4R, CI351S,

CI35ISR, Toolbox 64, Dashboard 64 and

Dashboard 128, The address is

http://people.delphi.com/arca93

(si)

New Web-Browser

Maurice has also been working on a new web

browser for the C64 and CI2S. Once finished,

the browser will be placed online, available for

free download. Since ihe program is free, it

may be distributed by other reasonable means

as well. As of this writing, Maurice is still

looking for some helping hands for this project,

to allow him to finish the browser more quickly.

Interested programmers, who need not be

experienced in programming for GEGS and

Wheels, may contact Maurice by regular mail.

at:

Maurice Randall,

Click Here Software Co,

424 Sumpter St,

P.O. Box 606,

Charlotte Ml 48813,

Tel: (517) 543-S202.

by e-mail at

arca93@delphi.com,

or by visiting his home page at:

htcp://people.delphi.com/arca93.

(si)

Competition in the Demo Scene

The initially Belgian scene group "Role" has

created the "Starcompo". This demo

competition is addressed lo all active demo

groups of the CG4 scene. The demo may only

consist of one file with a maximum length of

202 blocks. Those interested can send in their

entries until May 25th, 2000. More than one

entry per group is allowed, An independent

jury, consisting of eight persons, will crown the

winner, with a main prize of 100 Deutschmarks

faboul US S54), To get further information or to

send in completed demos, you can contact

Serge Engelen. Landwaartslaan 35, 3600 Ocnk.

Belgium, or send an e-mail tti

commandcr@role.de.

un

Disk
Unzip64/128V2.14

A new unarchiving program is on it's way Ui the

mailboxes - it's an updated version of the well

known program "Unzip64" by Rrrol Smith.

Along with the standard features, this version

offers a special feature: you can now directly

unpack a Zll'ped dW image tile straight lo a

nmnable 154I disk. You don't have lo worry

abiiut ihe name ofthe archive anymore, If you hit

the return key instead of entering a file to

unarchive, you'll get a listing of all of the zip

archives in the current directory. You simply

choose the desired Hie from here. With this

program you can either unpack ihc archive

normally or you can unpack it directly to a I54I

disk drive, something which saves a lot of time, li

takes me 5 about five minutes lo unpack an

archive on my CI2K with SCTUI28, using a

RAMLink as the source device and a 157I as the

destination With a C64 you only have to wail

another iwo minutes, (me)

Wheels 4.2 Update

Some small but noteworthy corrections have been

released by Maurice Randal! in ihe form of a few

new files at his website. The files are available

there (and of course, on our coverdisk).

'Dashboard 64'. 'Dashboard I2S', andTooiboxW

are not final releases; they're just corrected

versions of the ones in \Vheels64/l28 V4.2. For

SCPU owners there is a reworked mouse driver,

which didn't work correcily in I Mil/mode in ihe

previous version.

Before copying the new Dashboard lo ihe bool

disk, you should make sure (lint poiul 3 of ihc

'hoot-Up sellings' in the Toolbox is seL otherwise,

Complications can occur. In all eases you should

have a copy of the master disk with ihe original

Dashboard. I wouldn't mess with Ihe original

Wheels disk for this. The same goes for the

replacement of the old ToolboxM with ihe new

version, which is differentiated in [he infobox. A

new Toolbox 128 was not necessary.

To repeat, these updates are only for the Wheels

Version 4.2. If you are using an earlier version

you should contact Maurice to register il. With

this, you can get a free upgrade to the newest

version. The address is:

Maurice Randall,

Click Here Software Co.,

P.O. Box 606, Charlotte,

Ml 48813,

USA,

Tel: 1-517-543-5202,

email: arca93@dclphi.com,

website - http://pcople.delphi.com/arca93

(me)

Finder V1.1 (Wheels64/128)

We're sorry to say that lots of the cover disks lo

issue 9/1999 were delivered with a defective

version of the hinder: most likely due to an error

on our master copy. We'd like lo apologize for

any double this may ha\ e caused. Right after we

became aware of the error, we decided 10 offer Ihe

program again, and of course we've taken the

current version VI,1 this lime. Unfortunately, it

still can't copy files from different partitions in

one go. so you still have to work through the

partitions one at a time, (me)

New Byteriders adventure game:

"Heroes & Cowards"

As mentioned in the lebruary issue of GO64!,

Steve Kups and Sebastian Hroghammcr (a.k.a.

"the Bytcridcrs") have an nnrclcascd game in

their diskbo\, waiting there since 1991. We now

have a test version which will be rcvicucd in

detail in the next issue. For the moment, Ihc

game features the typical Byteriders humour and

an excellenl soundtrack made by .Stefan Hartwig,
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More about CMD in the net

Online now: "The Unofficial CMD Homepage" -

http://www.cmdweb.de. Here you find

information aboul ihe mosi important CMD

products; The SupertTU. ihe FD drives, the IID

Scries. JiffyDOS and of course the RAMLink.

Next lo the text, photos are shown lo every

product. Also interesting is ihe "Aboul CMD"

section: Finally you see the people behind ihe

three big letters! Furthermore you will find a loi

of interesting, important ami partly funny

information, l.asi not least there is a Download

area in which you can find important programs

fur CMD devices. For CMD fans who maintain a

homepage themselves, a large selection of CMD

banners is available, which can be used to

promote one's favourite hardware, (Molie

O
jo



Incorrigibles
1999 AD. The known world has submitted to the Empire of Wintel.

All the world? No, a scattered band of incorrigible enthusiasts are

insolent enough to yearly present their old breadboxes equipped

with new hardware and software at Germany's second biggest con

sumer fair of more than 200,000 visitors!

by Giinlher Bauer

it |_lcy, look! It's the new movie!" A little

HI boy together with some buddies had

gotten losi in Hall 11 of the

"Hobby&Elektronik" fair. He proudly pointed

to a picture of a Lara Croft-sly led woman. Half

an hour later, a boy of about twelve years

walked briskly over to exactly the same poster,

his rather reluctant mother in his wake. "Look

mom! That video shot of Tomb Raider looks

absolutely realistic! Definitely!" Having

scrutinized the picture from a few inches

distance, he saw something at the next stall,

and offhe went. Superficial looks didn't reveal

the truth. The Lara Croft poster was neither an

advertisement tor the new movie nor a well-

rendered animation IVom one of the videos. In

fact, it was GO64!'s cover from the August

1999 issue.

Once again, that special time had come, As In

every October, GO64! took part in the Stuttgart

lair with a stand of 400 sq. feet. Apart from

GO64I, Oliver Biasin's Commodore

Connection Line could be found in Hall II,

too. Two stands with Commodore themes in

the year of 1999 at a lair with over 200,000

visitors overall. What an anachronism!

fll ■

CCL

Commodore Connection Line (CCL) had a lot

to offer, too, from the "Cube", a broad CI2H

lower; to GoDot, used for video entitling with

the C64 and which was also demonstrated; to

die range of C12S user software designed by

lleinhard Kral/.berg (MySoft). Furthermore,

Ihe KomaDat trade list of all traders who still

support the C64 and a list of addresses of all

registered C64/C128 fans were on sale at

CCL's stand. A sure place to lind Hocks of

people gathered around was at the computer

which had been supplied by the fair; the

computer had games, like "Crush" and "Bomb

Mania". Markus Kanet and Manfred Grimm

had come, too. They brought along the latest

The Cube at the CCL-stand



Daniel Dallmann, LUnix and a null modem cord: The C64 is communicating with a PC

version of WinDcsk, the new G!IOS MP3

desktop. Even though it was not finished yet,

the WinDesk interface was impressive in its

USe of eon Iex I menus, taskbars, frccly-

seleetablc background pictures, lots of

windows, and a very cunningly planned

design.

CUPS

The mysterious new SuperCPU operating

system, CLiPS, attracted lots of amazed

visitors at GO64!'s Stand, Chester Kollschei),

the programmer, unfortunately could not be

present, but anyway CLiPS was one of the

main attractions for the C64 people. Manue!

Niksclms, who is going to offer his VjrtualAss

16 as the development platform for CLiPS,

look over Chester's place in demonstrating the

new operating system to the wondering eyes of

the public. Just like in the ease of the alleged

Lara Croft poster, we heard interesting.

confused, though not-too-far-off remarks like,

"GEOS for CMs; I had that, too, once".

However, exclamations like, "They've got

Windows 3.1" or '"Look, it's an Amiga!",

showed lack of knowledge concerning the

basic platform and made (he skin of insiders

crawl,

Unix for C64s

One of the guests of honor at GO64!'s stand

was Daniel Dallmann. Me presented LUnix

Next Generation. LUnix NG is a Unix variant

for C64s that offers the basic features of real

Unix, although it's still in a beginning stage of

development. The built-in, working TCP/IP

stack, TelNct, and FTP seemed to be jusi

waiting for an attempt to connect a CM to a

PC and access the Internet. The oniy problem

was that the laptop Enno had brought with him

didn't have a network adapter, so ji couldn't be

connected 10 the Internet line supplied by the

fair. Daniel tried to install at least a small network

with a null modem cord. After a few attempts to

set up, he established a connection between the

Cf>4 working with LUnix and the PC's Linux.

Thus, Daniel was able to impress the crowd with

the demonstration of TelNet and sending data to

and from by means of FTP,

Royal Visit

The world's greatest VIC programmer. Crossbow

of the Crest group, alias Roland Toegel, took the

liberty to pay a visit to GO64!'s stand in between

lunch and "Star Trek: DS9" ("Of course I'm

videotaping it. but there's nothing like watching it

live!"). GO64!\s Mr. SuperCPU. Wolfram Sang,

couldn't contain his enthusiasm, "We shook

hands! We shook hands! I'm not going to wash

my hand ever again!" After some technical

discussion witli Wolfram about the SuperCPU and

VIC, Crossbow announced that he is thinking

about a new graphics mode for the SuperCPU.

Jochen Adicr had come to our fair stand with a

C64 in his backpack, too. He demonstrated his S-

JilTyDOS. which is an improved version of

CMD's disk drive speeder chip. In different ways

S-JiffyDOS is definitely better and faster than the

original byCMD.

The IDE Controller for the C64 Mister SuperHireslFLI: Crossbow of Crest



Uncle Wanja in a Bomb Mania duel with the younger generation

Emulators

The Commodore M Web.it computer wiih on

integrated C64 emulator caused a lot of

amazement because of its design, but

unfortunately there wasn't much more to sec

due to the lack ofan appropriate cord.

Many people came to the stand asking about

CM emulators for PCs. A recurring theme of

the questions was how to use C64 diskettes on

PCs. Many of the fair visitors were surprised

by a 1541 connected with a X1541 cord to our

laptop. For a small charge for our cofl'ee

ciishbox, we made the construction plan

available, along with the '"SiarCiimmander"

soliware OH disk. We also offered the complete

version of the CM emulator, CCS64, on CD-

ROM at our stand. One particularly brazen

visitor had the cheek to te!l us that he had

gotten the emulator on the Internet, but he

didn't

know how to operate it. so couldn't we give

him the instructions'.1

IDE Hard Drives for the C64

Lots of people were fascinated by the new

version of an IDE controller that was released

just in time for the fair. The plug-in, expansion

port card is a cheap, quality alternative to

CMD's SCSI hard drive systems, even if it's

not as compatible as CMD'S,

The C64 is back?

At the other side of the stand, Wolfram Sang

devoted his time to playing ■"Creatures" in

between slices of pi/za. No matter if they were

fans of the C64 or not, many gathered around

to watch Wolfram's elegant and skilled

handling of the joystick. One passer-by who

noticed the flock of people stopped in his

tracks and asked with an astonished face, "The

C64 is back?" All in all, kits of people seemed

very impressed to see a presentation of the C64

in front of so large a public gathering. An

elderly man of about M) years noticed QO64!'s

stand and told his grandson: "Those are the

right kind of boys!" Some of the long-lasting

memories for us: People who couldn't believe

thai the PC64 tower is a C64 in a tower instead

of a PC with a CM emulator, those with

unbelieving smiles who stood in from of the

N7LI image of a Red Bull can, PlayStation kids

who wanted to try the "Rim Runner" game but

didn't know how to use a Competition Pro

joystick (which is not the same as one of those

PlayStation control pads), and a former

Commodore employee who stood in front of

GO64!'s showcase, pointing to a C64OS and

exclaiming, "I helped develop that thing!" 'Til

next year because in the next millennium we

will siill go on fighting the dark Empire of

Winiel, like all brave Jedi Knights.

Adresses:

Commodore Connection Line

Oliver Biasin

Schwalbenberg 15

91220 Scrmaittach

Germany

Phone/FAX +49 202 50 43 06

MySoft

Rein hard Kratzberg

Web: http://home.t-online.de/home/

mysoft/mysoft, htm

KOMADat-Handerliste

Martin Kopetzky

Burgtreswitzer Str. 16

92709 Moosbach

Germany

EMail: Martin.Kopetzky@t-online.de

CLiPS

Web: http://www.clips64.de

EMail: c.kollschen@clips64.de

LUnix NG

Web: http://www.hellbronn.netsurf.de/

~dal I man n/lu nix/Ing, html

EMail: dallmann@heilbronn.nelsuti.de

Commodore 64 Web.it

Web: http://www.commodore64.com

IDE-Controller

Web: http://sgi.felk.cvut.cz/-vorlicek/

Ide/c64ide.html

il

RAYMOND COMMODORE 64, AMIGA

Commodore Software (neu und gebraucht) und Hardware,

Reparaturen, Kabel, Farbbander, Leerdisketten, BQcher

795 Raymond Ave. St. Paul, MN 55114 USA

Tel 612-642-9890 Fax 612-642-9891

http://www.visi.com/--raycomp

raycomp@visi.com

Discover/Bravo

Visa/Master Card

The Internet For Commodore C64/128 Users

by Guelyne R. GBS50H

The only £> 64/128 Inlanwt reference guide, this 196 paye manual lakes

you through hardware and software needed, how lo yet online and whsl

you can do once ynu're there, ll covers Email, World Wide Web, FTP,

IRC,Telnet, Newsgroups, C files, archives and more.

Only US $26.95 including shipping vi;i Economy Air

Visa, MtttCfCflrd, AltUtXi and personal dicck> WQteoniB ChcqUBS payable lo:

VldeoCam Services

'Id Hillicrs ltd. Rcynctla 5 ifi]. South Ausiralia

Phone:+6188322-2716 Fa>

Kmsiil: videocam(fljv id mcmi.mM.au \VWW:[iilj):i7videocaiiuiet.au



You might not believe it, but a number of musicians have found their way

from the good, old C64 into the professional music business, for example,

people like Thomas Detert / Xample, who successfully made it into the

charts several times with his projects, "666" and "Activate", or like Andi

Ypsilon from the "Fantastischen Vier" (Fantastic Four, name of a group)

whose first contact with computers was a C64.

by Wanja Guyk

One day to our great surprise, we received

a letter containing a CD from a group

called "WelleiErdball". They even used a

C64 as an instrument on their CDs! Welt,

what we could hear on the CD was not at all

unprofessional. But what else would you

expect from a group that became number I

on the German Alternative Charts (DAC)

with their last album? That was all the reason

our chief editor Enno Concrs needed to ask

me to meet these people.

GO64!: Hello and thank you for greeting us

with your new CD "Der Sinn des Lebens"

(The Sense of Life). What do you think of

telling our readers who you are and what

you are doing?

Honey: First, a wonderful good morning to

all GO64! readers. We are the presenters and

employees of the imaginary radio station.

WelIe:Erdball. We have always haled to be

declared as a band or pop group and see

ourselves more as the workers of a radio

station who send words. sounds,

information, and entertainment lo the

listeners. I am mainly responsible for music,

language, programming, and lyrics.

A.I..F.: My job at WelleiErdball is more

managing and planning, juggling with the

money we don't have, preparing the stage

performance, and handling the C64 on stage.

Giving interviews is more I (oney's part, and

that's why I'm going to withdraw here....
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GO64I: I must admit that I dim't know much

about this kind of music. Are there any

popular groups comparable with your

sound? Then our readers would get an

impression of what is waiting for ihcm on

your CD.

Honey: We produce pure synthetic.

analogue, minimalistie. electronic music.

Comparisons with other artisls often lead to

people thinking in certain ways. But you can

find parallels to the music of the 80s, New

Wave, or especially the "Neuc Deutsche

Welle*1 (New German Wave, German music

movement), and bands like "Kraftwerk".

"Grau/.one", "DAI-"'....

GO64!: Well, i immediately Ihonghi of

" Wolfshcim ". Anyway, how did youfind each

other, and how did everything start?

Honey: Because of commercial reasons,

"our" music died out at the end of the SOs,

and we were not quite happy with Milli

Vanj 111. So in 199(1, we decided to make our

music ourselves. We didn't have any idea

how to do it at first, so we started working

with our C64s that had already been filling

our rooms with "Wizard ol'Wor" since 19N4.

From there it kept going on in tiny steps....

A.1..K: Actually we met each other both

playing "Wizard of Wor".



GO64!: You 've decided le write German

lyrics. That is not unusual for your kind of

music; I just think of groups like

"Krajiwerk", "Krcidler". or others . Have.

you ever thought ofsinging in English?

Honey: We speak German, We think, rend,

Feel, eat, love, and live German. II would be

nonsense to decimate this with a German-

English translation. A good example is ihe

English word, "steeldance". What is this

supposed lo be? It doesn't sound like its

actual meaning. But "Stahltanz" expresses

exactly what it means. Why should one sing

English at all'.' Except lor the "Scorpions",

give me the name of one band that has

become famous beyond the German border

with English lyrics. But what about "Nena",

"Falco"'. "Kraftwerk"'. "Andreas Dorau",

"Einstueizende Neubauten (Collapsing New

Buildings)", "Rammstein", etc.'.' They all

sing in German ami are partly much more

famous in oilier countries than in Germany.

GO64'.: Looking at your lyrics, I notice that

thev nearly always have something to do

with computers or teihnit/ues on the one

hand and romanticism and apocalypse on

the other. How do your lyrics develop, and

where do you get your ideas from? Is there

anything special you want to express:'

Honey: Well, that differs from lyric to lyric.

Sometimes we simply want lo entertain, but

mostly we try to inform the listener or to

encourage him lo think about certain things.

Mostly, you can only achieve this if you

cause anxiety. Of course, the computer

revolution is the most Important topic. If you

don't move with the limes, you have to go

sometime, 'Mini docs mil mean that you

should bring every kind of plaslic rubbish

into the house that destroys itself after the

end of the six-months guarantee or that is

already outdated loday or [hat has never been

up-to-date. And thai is the essence: no Furby,

no Sman, no MI) player, no Tamagotchi, no

PC. or olher expensive scrap...what for'.'

Setter a VW Bug, a DUAL phonograph'

record player, or a COMMODORE 64.

These were and are symbols for quality and

perfeclionism.
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Honey: The bright future has been overtaken

anyway. '"The step back is the step forward!"

GO64.': It seems thai you can't forget the

C64 in spite of all the possibilities that a

modern recording studio offers. Why? Is it

cult loyalt\ to the old box or its sound that

keeps hold ofyou.'

Honey: Cult always sounds very negative.

Motto: "Remember the old times... we were

playing C64...". Thai's almost resignation.

Rubbish! The C64 is not the ihird member of

our bund because it is old or because it used

to be so nice, but because it is useful!

Because, as you can read in the handbook

{p.7), it is a "friendly computer", because it

can do what it is able to do without

compromises and even what it should not be

able to, because il is different and has its own

character (you can tell a SID sound from

thousands of others), because somebody

developed it with a big piece of humanity

inside, because il is not a "personal

computer" (PC) but a IIC - a HOME

computer. O.K., and now to the rational

reasons. There"s no good synthesizer

existing anyway ihal can at Ihe same time be

used for playing, printing, programming,

learning, painting, and drawing. My

girlfriend is even writing her biology thesis

in GEOS and uses an aerobic program (if

anybody knows thal'.'l: thai means she even

does sports with the C64. But above all. a

professional instrument would cost about

4000 DM. 1 bought my last C64 at a flea

market for 10 DM, together with the

standard peripherals (2 floppy drives, printer,

mouse, joystick, software). So you could buy

400 C64s if you spent 4000 DM! Ami if you

used these all at the same time - no problem

in theory - you would not only beat every

synthesizer or PC but have the option lo rule

the entire world!

O64:

i just wnniLD to sby iiini i-n

TO UDKK FOR WELLE-ERDBALL.

GO64U I already knew your piece

"Schweben. fliegen und fallen" (Floating,

Flying, and Falling) before I knew your

name, and il is still regularly played in

discos that also sometimes play black music.

I was quite surprised when I found it on the

CD that some C64 freaks had sent us (some

ofmy friends will be pretty jealous now that I

have the chance to interview you). The piece

seems to have become a great success. Did

you ever expect that? What's the feeling like

to know that half of Germany is crazy about

yearpiece?

Honey: No, we never expecled such

response. Well, how do we feel!'.' Maybe we

are working at the right radio station. Or it's

great to share our taste of music with so

many people, because we arc still the biggest

fansofWelle:Erdball.

GO64!: Xenia, on the dise "Tan;palast

2000" (Dancing Palace 2000). you sing.

"Hill Gules, come and fck me". Seriously,

ivhat would you do ifhe really came'.'



i

Xvniu: Good question...! First I would stop

taking the pill, then give birth lo a cheap PC.

and pin a hefty paternity suit onto him. I

would take (lie money to restart the

production of the C64 and deliver a SCPU

and a FD-2000 as standard.

GO64!: Haha...gooil answer. Talking

crudelyfrom litne to time seems to he typical

for you anyway, at least concerning

"Tanzpalmt 2000". Why? Is ii fun,

provocation, or do you want to achieve

anything in particular? Is ii a way to stand

out from the masses?
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GQ64I: Where did you get the crazy idea to

cover pieces like "Robbi. Tohhi und das

Fiiewatucuettet" (a German puppet series),

from the Christmas Carol "Alle Jahiv

wiedcr" {Returning Every Year), or the NDW

iiit "Fred vom Jupiter" (l-'red from Jupiter)

by Andreas Dorau? Don't they better belong

to bad-taste parties than to your CD?

Honey: Somehow you don't get very tar

nowadays without covering older pieces.

Mostly, musicians choose quite good,

popular pieces and don't reach half the

original with their version, because it's

simply difficult lo make good things even

belter. So we prefer more unknown pieces

thai normally no bloody soul would cover.

Then the whole thing is much more fun, and

you can see that in the result.

GO64U Without a doubt, your roots are in

the CM community. Tell us something about

that time. Who were your idols (e.g.

musicians/pmgrammers/graphIcs designers/

groups), what did you do, and so on.

Honey: That sounds strange again! The

good old times are not over, and for us they

have never been. Of eourse. unfortunately,

we no longer have a Chris Huelsbeck in the

C64 scene, and we can guess Lucasfilrn

Productions won't bring Maniac Mansion II

onto the market - just to mention two great

things from the past. Not to forget TRIAD

from Sweden, but they are still active (the

MIDI-Manager is really great!), Dave Crane

(Pilfall II), or what was the name of the guy

from ''Herz von A Ink a" (Heart of Africa)

and "Murder on Mississippi"'.' Me and his

games were even presented in Biggi

Lechtemianns Compute]comer (this used 10

be a German TV show) - imagine that today!

Or Computerzeit (Computertime) when C.

Kuersken - today he works for "Ford...die

tun was!" (ford...they get something done!) -

presented the "Little Computer People"

program. And today people are still talking

about Furbies and Tamagotchis,.. Or the

glorious 64'er magazine (lately, I even saw a

picture of you, Mr. Gayk, in one of those old

issues), or the Dynamic Duo. or when the

letters G.C.S. floated along the screen in red-

black-gold... Or "Creatures" from Thalamus

- marvelous! (You should write an article

about that!) Wonderful times, surely. But

today, everything is much better, because not

only can you use the old things, but you have

.such things like GO641 magazine, hardware

specialists like N. Maleeki. games like

"Crazy News" or "Leo 2", hardware like the

FD-2000, SCPU...and so on. And (he best is

that nobody can just withdraw some money

from his bank account, go into the next

computer shop, and buy all this, including

[personal] memories. You have to search the

computer flea

markets every two months for that...

GO64I: Oh sh*t... that photo of me In the

64'er is from my Heavy-Metal times, with a

PLO shawl around my neck and long hair...

O.K., never mind. Apart from the studio

music, does the C64 still play an active part

in your lives?

Honey: Active is not the right word. We live

with the Cf>4! The whole Hat here is full of

C64s, metal C128Ds, 2MB REU, 1541,

1571, FD-2000, Smart Mouse, 1351, piles of

disks.,, We don't collect this stuff; we use il

completely! We program in BASIC like

world champions: games, music programs,

programs to write song lyries... Finally, we

have even developed a program that uses the

audio-in of the video port. Then - if you have

the right wire - you can make the computer

cause effects and. e.g.. loop a CD player

through the SID filter. We will improve that

and then send it lo you. Maybe you'll want to

publish it?

CO64.': Thank you for the offer; that would

surely be interesting. Some of your pieces

have completely been created with she help

of the C6-I. Which software do you use. and

how do you use the computer in your

production? After all, the C64 naturally has

a quite "dirty" sound, but you can't hear

that on your CDs. I think some of our

mitlers are interested in what oilier

equipment you use.

Honey: Actually the sound of the C64 is

perfect as long as you keep a few things in

mind. Never use the sound signal of the RF
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modulator hut the audio-out of the video

port. Never work wilh old, badly-shielded

computers (bresdbox, SX-64}. Thcre^s a

version (new cosing) that isn't shielded with

aluminum toil. It has a complete metal shield

around the board that is inside. I think they

are the ones you used to find at ALDI and

Marktkanf markets (the last markets to sell

C64s on a large scale). [These computers

are] easy to identify when you have a look

through the vent duels of the plastic easing.

They are the best! Finally, you eould loop the

whole thing through a stereo effect with a

slight release sound effect in it, or you eould

use two computers synchronously... and

there you have the best stereo sound (this

sounds like TIPS & TRICKS from fi4'er

magazine). The Sound Monitor from C.

Huelsbeck, TMS:The Musie System (uses

MIDI); Elektra 64, or the MidiManager from

Triad are the best software. And that's

incredible. Midi-Interface turns the C64 into

a polyphonic, programmable synthesizer that

has three voices and can be triggered with all

sequencer programs by MIDI (with the

screen as a "LC display"). Otherwise, we

almost always use old analogue instruments,

like Roland JX-3P, ORG Poly-61, KORG

Poly-8000, Ensonic ESQ-I, and so on.

GO64!; Many PC, Amiga, and Alan users.

professional musicians, and people on the

street laugh tit the sound of the C64. Do you

understand that or take it personally?

inn JiisY fcuMi. iirftl:. . . if nnvit»Dv keepg
MflKIHIi I ■ <'"> I I I'll i :ih UULk TD HIM.
I;ii»hi ci hvm.i I io ilfii amplifier, let
IM '1 ii I! ■ 1..iM! M.M I 17 KM I'li!

I I IN Mi.,11 I I'l Kill I V, 1,11.. Ill G

i uiiiii-.pi.nKinr. xiii. !;nv onhDnvE.
THLIH DKilTni , ::llFT, MftD-DRIlllHC GOUMD
cnB'T canfKTi: uith mime hhvhhv!

GO641; What do other musicians say when

they see or hear that you carry a

Commodore. 64 into the. studio wilh you? I

suppose there are some funny looks...

Honey: Fortunately, we have our own small,

broadcast, in-home studio. Otherwise, we

couldn't manage it. And most of the people

we know (e.g.. Second Decay) know that the

C64 once stood for really professional

computer music and that many old synthics

have the SID inside in a slightly different

form. (So the SIDStation is nothing very

special). Often it's funny during concerts

when we show up at the promoter's or at the

technician's with our C64s. Because the first,

silly smiles stop when A.I..!-", presses the

right keys of his modified C64. (He only has

the keys fastened to his arm; the board is

connected to a long wire, so he can play the A.L.F.: Besides, we would be happy if we

keyboard with the other hand - like a could welcome some readers of GO64! at

BORG.) Above all, we show various VIC our concerts or at our homepage.
graphics and animations on a videosereen as

a backdrop during a concert.
ce-i: boh't forget; mv Fkttmns rub i
OLUfiVK MEED NEH HARD- flND SOFtERre '
11 VOtl DC1M-T 1KV ftKD PROliKnH YOURSELJ".
THEN nl LEI15T UUV S0METII1N11!

GO64U Concerning your concerts, when

can you be seen live in the next months? Do

you plan a bigger tour?

A.L.F.: You can see us live more or less

regularly throughout the year, for example...

29.01.2000 Markthalle /1 lamourg /

Germany

18.O2.2OO0 Tower / Bremen / Germany

31.03.2000 Kollinsborg / Stockholm /

Sweden

01.04.2000 Festival / Gotcborg / Sweden

29.04.2000 Veranslallungszentrum /

Switzerland

...of course, everybody is welcomed!

GO64!: Is there anything xou want to tell

our renders at the end of this interview?

Honey: Actually everything's said. The most

important thing is to stop complaining and

thinking of the past. Make sure there will be

a future instead!

XKNIA: By the way,

number of Hill Gates...'.'

what's the phone

GO64!: Bill Gates' phone number? No idea,

maybe 1-800SYSTEMCRASH. If I meet him,

I will ask him for you. Anyway, thank you

very much for the interview, and I wish you

good luck in the future. May the SID be with

you.

WeIIe:ErdbaD: Thanks to you as well, and

we wish you and the whole QO64! team and

all readers a happy future. You can be sure

about our subscription tor the ne\i

millenium,

CD's by Welle:Erdball:

CD:

Dcr Sinn des Lebens, CD 0S5-62152

Allcs ist moglieh, CD 084-61792

Frontaiautprall, CD 0K4-6I632
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Andrea Ulrkh & Rolf Frank?
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Germany
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First, we load an image:

Load: IFF

Load Color "HAWK2.IFF"

And select the following, ifnecessary:

IScreermode:) Multi

Colors: 16

And finally:

Display

This will render the imaec; if the screen mode

by Arndt Dellkv

From Multi to Hires

Converting pictures inlo ;i less powerful

screen mode is difficult and sometimes just

impractical. The hires mode on the C64 is at

the lower end of graphical display abilities; it

can't display more than two colors in an S by 8

pixel field. Although these two colors can

freely be chosen lor each field, there's an

obvious problem: I .el's say you'd like to

display two adjacent, differently colored areas

with n dividing line in ;i third color between

them. You can only achieve lliis if the line runs

across or vertically. Also, ii has to run along

the eiiyeof a pixel liclil filled with the color of

one area (sec the image with the light blue and

the two green shaded areas displaced with

black).

Any image using more colors, or adversely

ordered colors, (e.g. color areas with sloping

edges) can be unsuitable for a conversion to

hires. This conversion would result in

unpleasant color artifaels, known ;is "clashes"

(see image). You could try to post-process

such images using mod-PixelEdit, or any good

painting program, but ihis would require

considerable effort, with doubious results.

So let's lace it: Converting pictures to colored

hires only mokes sense with suitable source

images.

Monochrome images

So. let's mm our attention to the only kind of

conversion appropriate for the basic properties

of the large! display mode: monochrome hires,

a single-colored image on a differently

colored background. Conversions of this kind

will always succeed, as OoDoi offers a whole

arsenal of tools and adjustments for [his

purpose. Even in the default configuration you

can £Cl monochrome hires images without

further efforts. The appropriate windows are

"Color Controls" and below. "Screen

Controls".

were set to Hires (instead of Multi). we'd gel

lots of the aforementioned color clashes.

Here's how you convert lo monochrome hires:

(Screenmode:) Hires

Colors: 2

Dith: Off

Palette Default

Accept

Display

The colors in the images are divided into two

sets, one of them holding light blue and all

brighter colors, the other containing the darker

lammammtaMMKtm
i ■ 1 ■ ■ 11

1 1 1 ■ ■ r ■ 1 ■

■ . :,. i

I
1

'!■
1'

Middle Earth - a hires image. Detail: here you can see the color limits

back: Mickey in multi

mode, front: rendered

in hires, lots of clashes

HAWK2, an image

from the Amiga that

we used to start from

Dither: Off- an image

without half tones

(gray levels)

13
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Dither: Ordered - good for displaying on the screen

ones. The brighter colors :irc converted to between black and white can be changed using the brightness value set to 8, even black will

while, the others to black The threshold 'he "Balancing - Brightness" controller. With turn to white (the sci of eight dark colors is

exploited (hi- way). Ami vice versa, i-un

white will vanish in black il you shift the

ioiiiri'lSi-1 in -S.

I] you find there's too much contrast, you

could try to create a halftone image ■ ur

taste using GoDot's built-in dithering

modules. Dithering converts the gray values

Ed to the colors to differently ordered

dot patterns that, overall, approxim:

brightness of the original color to our eyes

On this page yon can see some examples

showing the different dithering methods. The

first image was created with the "Ordered"

option. This method (inside GoDot) avoids

patterns with vertically adjacent dots, as these

may cause unwanted, yet noticeable patterns

on the M screen.

The second method ("Pattern") orders the dots

exactly in the way they shouldn't come out

with the first method: this way, ihe image will

look more regular if you prim il. The pattern

can be adopted to your needs using the

mod PattemEd, or exchanged with a pre-

produced or self-made one.

The third option ("Noise") puts a heavy noise

into the picture. The noise can be adjusted by

changing the "Balancing - Contrast" setting.

In the sample image, contrast was set lo 7. Tile

higher the contrast value, the lower the noise

(and vice versa). The "Random" method is a

special ease of "Noise": using this option,

only the medium gray level (the mid graj

eolor by default) is dithered. You can select

the color to be dithered by changing the

"Balancing - Brightness" selection. We

haven't prepared a sample picture of this

method, as it's rarely used,

Changing the 4-bit data

All options described above don't change

GoDot's four-bit image data; they merely

affect the rendered display. This has lo be

considered when you save an image, since the

rendered image is only used by Ihe savers for

standard C6A formats (in our ease this means

we're limited lo using svr.Bitmap, svr.Hi-Eddi

orsvr.Doodle).

In order to also change ihe 4-bit data (with

identical results on the display), we cither use

mud. Rendered? Raw (with one of the

procedures described above), which is lossy

due lo its principle, or we prefer

in oil. ApplyDither

Screenmode:) Hires

Colors: 15

Inst: A] - ■ her

Execute

Dither: Pattern - nice for printing

Dither: Noise, Contrast: 7 - no disturbing patterns



Then, inside the module, we choose the desired

dithering method, screen mode ("Hires" in this

case) and number of gray tones (here: 2 for

monochrome). After clicking on "Accept" the

image ts Qhsnged accordingly, for all savers,

Including others than those mentioned above. It's

not necessary to render the image with "Display".

Error distribution algorithms

All of the above dithering methods work by

replacing a gray value with a fixed dot pattern.

Thai's not the only way - there exist algorithms

that generate their pattern by themselves, from the

available data. The most popular one is "Floyd-

Steinberg", named after its developers. There arc

some versions of it included in GoDot, namely:

mod.EDgray. mod.EDgrayMC (where MC means

multicolor), mod.EDmono and two derivatives,

mod.EDmono-gO.35 as well as mod.EDmono-

gl.8. "ED" means "Error Diffusion" or "Error

Distribution", a hint at the method used here.

Mod.EDgray is the main module, the other three

are derivatives. The version number (0.99) shows

the module is still in development - it still lacks an

interface which lets the user change its parameters.

At the moment, this is still done in the main

screen: the number of colors/gray levels the image

shall be reduced to is selected beside "Colors".

The colors/gray tones to be generated are defined

under "I'alette". Here's the procedure for

monochrome images:

Inst: EDgray

Colors: 2

Palette Default

Accept

Execute

(Screenmode:) Hires

Display

The image produced will look like our example,

dithered, but with no noticeable pattern. If you

reset the number of colors to 16, you also have to

adapt the palette itself accordingly (set to

"Default"), Using mod.EDmono without changing

any selections produces an identical result. The

two other modules both affect the image's gamma

curve (the distribution of brightness values in the

gray spectrum). "gO.35" produces darker resulls

(which will look belter on Ihe screen), while

"gl.8" gives brighter results that will look nice

when printed.

When you try il yourself, don't get confused by the

names ofthe two modules; they were interchanged

a long time ago, and never corrected! Simply

rename one into the other with mod.FileCopy, and

the results delivered by the modules will be

consistent with the (correct) statements in this

article...

Dither: Floyd-Steinberg with mod.EDmono/mod.EDgray, Colors: 2

Floyd-Steinberg with low gamma: darker

Floyd-Steinberg with high gamma: brighter
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by Wimjtt Gayk

Most assembly language courses don't

say much about charsets, and If they do

say something, then most of the time it is

only about how you can use ;i charset to

make [he tetters look a bit different from the

design in the integrated ROM charset. But

what I have in mind is to examine this

"graphic" mode (actually, text modi;) from a

demo programmer's perspective, something I

consider much more interesting and

diverting.

Graphic Using Charsets

Usitiy a changed charset, you can turn an

"A" into an italic "A" or into a hold "A", hul

you can also give that letter a completely

different shape which has nothing to do with

the letter at all - somewhat similar to what

the uppercase letter ROM charset does with

its graphic characters, only on a much deeper

level.

Let's just imagine...we draw a new charset,

and in this charset an "A" wouldn't appear as

Language
I hope that I didn't scare you off totally the last time, because today

we are starting nearly right where we left off. If you understood the

last part well, then I don't have much to say about the theory of

charsets, but I can try to bring you closer to its practical

implementation.

IMus. 1: Just before "Return" has been

pressed, you can see a bunch of

characters: screencodes visible as

ROM-charset

IMus. 2: After pressing "Return": with

the confirmation of the poke-

command to switch on our own

charset the screencodes don't appear

as single characters anymore. They

are small graphic images giving a

whole picture when put together.

an "A" hut as the upper left quarter of a

circle. The "B" would look like the upper

right quarter. If we then were to write "AB"

onto the screen and turn on the changed

charset. we would see the upper half of a

circle on the screen instead of the letters "A"

and -!3".

In principle, every charset consists of 256

different patterns, each of which is assigned

to an individual "sereencode". A "POKE

1024,1" shows that the screencode I slands

for the letter "A", if the ROM charset is

activated. Hut if our charset now contains the

pattern of a quarter circle (like in the

aforementioned example) instead of the

pattern of an "A" which now looks like a

graphic part, you would see exactly that part

of the graphic instead of "A" - if you had

activated that charset, of course.

Therefore, you see that it is possihle lo wrile

different screencodes to the screen and to

assign each screencode in your own charsci a

different pattern which can (if done

correctly) display a graphic, for instance, a

circle, a face, or a special line of text.

The Programming

h is much simpler than you think, because it

doesn't differ much from programming a

normal charset. The only thing that changes

is the data, that is, we change the charset. In

addition to this, every eharset of that kind

has a correct "screen" full of screencodes to

go with it. You can see an example in ilius. I

and illus. 2. The explanatory liles for this arc-

on the coverdisk ("GARnCLD.CHA"' =

charset, "GARFIELD.SCR" the

arrangement of screencodes on the screen).

They are located as follows - the charsci has

been memorized at S2000 (to S2fff), the

screen at $2800 to S2bf7. Now there are two

possibilities to turn charset and screen into a

picture; either you copy the screencodes to

$0400, which is ihe "normal" video RAM

address and simply just turn on the charsel at

S2000, or you activate the charset at S2000

and relocate the video RAM to $2800. Each

option can be the sensible choice, I*'or ease of

use, 1 present both methods;

[Hetiiod 1]

L.DX

loop

STA

LI)A

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

IMX

[WE

I,DA

tSOO ; ccpy screencodes to 50-100

LDA S2800.X

$0400

52900

50500

S2A00

50600

52H00

S0700

loop

•SIB

at 52000

STA

RTS

SH01B

IKethod 21

LDA t$A8

at 52000

STA

RTfl

SDOIB

.X

.X

. X

,x

,x

,x

,x

-, video RAM at S0100, chsrsec

; video RAH at $2800, chatsot

In both examples. SddOO (basic address of

the VIC memory areas) doesn't need to be
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Bit
Bilcombination

* *

1 IXI IXI 1 1 1X1=

ASL

■IXI IXI ~lX :

ASL

i i*

Hex.

ASL

■IXI 1 1 IXI 1 1 1=

80402010 8 4 2 1
i >

Value of each bit

$51

$A2

$44

$88

UN is. 3 The ASL-command

changed, since we remain in the preset bank

0.

Now you may wonder why the heck I

showed you that seemingly complicated, first

method. Well, it's possible you may need the

space at $2800 where our screen data is

located tor something else, like sprites or a

second charset. Then it is simpler to store the

screen data beyond the range visible to the

VIC and to copy it to the normal video

RAM's position when needed there. In fact,

the first question during a demo's or intro's

conception is often where to store the various

data without them being in each other's way.

If you have video RAM at $0400-$07f7, the

program code at SOfff, the music at S1000-

Slfff, and the graphics at S2000-$3f3f, you

only have space for three displayable sprites

and must think of something else when

planning a demo.

But let's get back to the assembly language

course. This wouldn't be a GO64! assembly

language course if we didn't have some

small effects once in a while; therefore, here

arc some more goodies right now.

Short, effective, and simple:

Animation

Let's say you've installed your own character

set. If every screen position is occupied by a

"@", for example, you will sec the dots of

the pattern that you chose for this "@"

instead. If you understand this, then you also

understand that you can change the view of

large screen areas (those occupied by this

"@") by simply changing a few bytes within

this char's pattern {and the same for every

other char). By doing so, it becomes possible

to have an immense impact on the screen

with relatively small effort and little

computer time used.

As I already explained last time, you can

easily find out which eight bytes of a charsct

are responsible for which character. The

simplest method is perhaps to write the

desired character lo the upper left corner of

the screen and enter "PRINT PEEK(1024)"

one line below.

Example: Just press the following keys one

after the other. SHIFT CLR/HOME C

SHIFT RETURN PRINT PEEK{1024)

RETURN. As a result, -'3" is displayed,

which means that the sereencode 3 in the

ROM charset displays a "C". The position of

the eight bitmap bytes in your own charsets

can be discerned by using the following

simple algorithm: CHARSET'S

ADDRES8+8*SCREENCODE In our

example (charset's address = S2000, dec.

8192): 8192+3*8 -8216 (hex. S2018). In a

charset located at S2000, the bytes at $2018,

S2019, S201A, S20IB, S201C, S201D,

$20IE, and S201F arc therefore responsible

for the letter "C".

In our sample graphic (Garfield), we also

have a charset at S2000, but the screen

background is not filled with the normal

space (sereencode 32 or $20), because it has

a different dot pattern in this charset, The

Garfield eharset uses the character "@" as

the empty pattern instead, "(ty" has (he

sereencode 0, and therefore, its pattern is

located in the charset's first eight bytes

(address+0*8 remains: address).

In the following example - an animation

program - we roll a simple dot pattern from

left to right through this character at the

sereencode 0. If you have still nol

understood everything, then I think you will

understand everything by the time you start

the program. However, this is still an

assembly language course. Therefore, I am

going to introduce and explain four new

commands we will need right away. Also

Bitcombinafion Carrv"
" "• Bi!

$8A=|X[

$45 -TO

LSR I
LSR

$224

LSR

JXE

Hex. 304020108 4 2 1
k. , i

Value of each bit

Illus. 4 The LSR-command

have a look at illustrations 3 to f>:

ASL - Arithmetic Shift Left

ASL moves all bits in a byte left by one

place. At the right, a 0-bit is entered.

Mathematically, the byte's value is doubled

by this action. Of course, it is obvious that

there is also an overflow flag if the doubling

goes beyond the maximal value of a byte

($ff). The bit which is pushed out of the byte

to the left (in effect the carry-over) is stored

by the processor in the so called "carry-bit"

or "carry flag".

LSR-Logical Shift Right

LSR is exactly the opposite action to ASL,

because LSR moves all the bits in a byte lo

the right by one place. Mathematically, you

cut a value in half by doing so (but we

always round down, that is, 3 is "halved" to I

since bytes don't have places after Ihe point).

Everything this command pushes out of the

byte to the right is stored hy the processor in

the carry-bit.

ROL - ROtate Left

ROL is basically the same thing as ASL,

because all the hits are moved lo the left by

one place, but we don't always insert a 0-bit

to the left but rather the bit the processor has

currently stored in the carry-bit. Everything

pushed out of a byte to the left can be found

in the carry-bit following the command's

execution. With ROL you can save the carry

over when going beyond the SIT boundary to

another byte, so as to enlarge the numerical

range for this operation to 16 bits, 24 bits, 32

bits, 64 bits, and so on.

ROR - ROtate Right

ROR is the opposite of ROL, because ROR

moves all the bits in a byte lo the right by one

place, inserts the carry-bit's content at the

left, and transfers everything pushed out to

the right into the processor's carry-bit, as

before. This can then be stored in one or

more additional hytes if need be.

The program:

[Listing I]

SEI ; bar interrupts

LDA #S01 ; color white

LDX #S00

adrl STA $DH0[),X I to Eho color HAH

STA SD30D,X

STA SCA0O.X

ST,\ SDSO0.X

noar

BNE adrl



Carry- Bitcombination
Bit / - —

ixnxr nxj=$5i
ROL

■IXI IXI I I IXITHA2
ROL /SA3

IXI I I |XI?I I=S44

ROL /$«

DHKL" !XI?I 1X1=- $89
/$8D

Hex. SO-10 2010 3 4 2 1
I. J

Value of each bit

$8A=[Xl

Bitcombination CalT>"
-^ Bit

71m ix.
ROR

S45=I?IXI I I IXT
/$C5 ROR

•□

$22=rmxi
/S62 ROR

IXI

eel
im

Hex. 80103)108 4 2 1

Value of each bit

Illus. 5 and 6. The commands ROL and ROR: Because I haven't committed

to the value of the carry-bit (1 or 0) before the first operation, I have used the

question mark instead. There are two results. Depending on the status of

the carry-bit before the first operation, the first result (with erased carry-bit)

or the second result (with set carry-bit) is valid.

LDA S$00

STA SD020

STA SD021

LDA II SAB

STA $D018

LDA It $00

STfi $2000

STC S2001

STA $2002

STA $2005

STA $2006

STA $2007

LDA lt$03

STA 302 i

adr2 LDA

adr3 CKP

color black

to border and

background color

screen to $2800,

chnrsct Co $2000

clear unused pattern

in charset so as to

insure a correct

display

store bitmap »00000011

in the loro page

wait for raster beam

D012 ; for constant timing

BIJE adr3

LDA 502 [ load bitmap

ASL ; leftmost bit into carry

ROL $02 ; insert carry to the right o£

the bitmap

LDA $02 I

STA $2003

STA $2001

JMP adr2

load moved bitmap

s ond write to charset

back to the timing

Optimizing the program

As printed above, the program lias been

written only for reasons of clarification and

flexibility. Of course, it can be shortened by a

lew bytes if examined closely. Lei's start

with the color RAM. If you want to fill the

entire screen with one particular color, you

don't have to write a distinctive program that

fills all the color RAM with that value. As

long as there is nothing of importance on the

screen yet, you can also use the ROM routine

for clearing the screen, which is also called

in the BASIC direct mode when SHIFT

CLR/HOME is pressed. It automatically fills

the color RAM with the current cursor color

(but this docs not apply to very old C64s;

there the background color SdO21 is used

instead!).

BTX 52005 t display

STX $2006

STX 52007

INX i color white (X=l|

STX $0286 ; as current cursor color

r ROM routine "clear screen"

screen to $2800,

I chariot to 52000

bitmap %00000011

store in zero page

wait £or raster bea.ii

£or constant timing

JSR SE544

LDA #$A8

ETA 5D018

LDA #503

STA $02 j

adr2 LDX #$F3

adr3 CPX SDD12

The routine lies at SE544 and is called by

JSR. liefore doing so, you have to set the

current cursor color, stored by the C64 at

50286 (or the background color at SdO2l in

ancient C64s). If we set our colors to have

the foreground white and the background

black, we can take advantage of black having

the value 0 and white the value 1. We can

then use the x-register in order to set the

background color, and after that, simply

increase the x-value to I (white) by using

INX instead of setting it again, and thus we

have saved a byte. The background color,

black, has the value 0 - the same value used

to clear the parts of the graphic block which

is supposed to be empty. So why set the

accumulator again? We can simply continue

to use thai value while it is in the X-register

anyway, saving another two bytes.

In the loop which moves the dots in the

graphic block, we fetch the contents of the

zeropagc address S02 twice into the

accumulator every time we loop through,

because the accumulator gels erased in the

course of the delay loop that is responsible

for timing. We can prevent this hy simply

using the x-register in the waiting loop,

thereby not constantly changing the contents

of the accumulator. Doing this, we have

saved another two bytes, speeding the

program up by three cycles as a positive side

effect. Here now is the shortened and

optimized program:

(Listing lb]

SEI | bar interrupts

LDX ($00 ; color block [X"01

STX SD020 ; as border and

STX SD021 ; background color

STX $2000 ; clear unused pattern

STX S2QD1 ; in charset so as to

STX $2002 ; ensure a correct

BHK adr3

ASL ; leftmost: bit into carry

ROL $02 ; insert carry Co the right of

the bitmap

LDA $02 ; load moved bitmap

STA $2003 | and write to char-set

STA $2004

JKP adr2 ; back to the timing

But once optimized, you really quickly find a

problem - the program becomes less flexible.

While you were able to play around with the

colors as you wished in the first, longer

program, you have to stick to the chosen

colors in the second one. Therefore, you

ought to make a habit of optimizing a

program only then, when the final function

and (inal appearance have been defined.

Those programming with a machine

language monitor have a much harder time

than those working with an assembler

development program (Professional

Assembler, Turboassembler, AssBlaster,

Virtual Ass, ACME;, and so on).

To finish, here arc another three listings

whose function you should try to discern on

your own for training purposes. Next time

we will continue with graphics.

[Listing 2]

SEX

LDX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

INX

STX

JSR

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

adr2

adr3

BNE

LSR

ROR

LDA

STA

STA

JMP

tsoo

$□020

SD021

$2000

$2001

$2002

$2005

$2006

S200T

$0286

$E544

#$A8

$D018

#$03

$02

LDX t$FB

CPX SD012

adr3

$02

502

$2003

$2004

adr2

(Listing 3]

SEI



LDX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

INX

STX

JSR

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

STA

odr2

afir3

BNE

LDV

LDX

odd

STA

4S00

SD02Q

SD021

E2O00

33001

S2002

S2005

S2006

S200T

S0286

SE544

*SA8

SD018

»S03

S2003

S2004

LDX #SFB

CPK $D012

adr3

$2000

•SQO

LDA S200L.X

S20O0.X

rax

cpx

BNE

STY

JMP

SS07

adrd

$2007

adr2

[Listing i]

SEI

LDX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

STX

INX

STX

JSR

LDA

STA

LDA

#$00

SD020

SD021

$2000

$2001

$2002

$2005

$2006

S2007

S02S6

$E544

#$AB

SDOlfl

■■son

STA $2003

STA $2004

idt2 LEX #SFQ

adr3 CPX SD012

BNE adc3

LDV S2007

LDX IS07

adr4 LDA S1FFF.

STA £2006,X

DEX

BNE adr4

STY $2000

JKP adri

[0

H
<■.)

■H

o
JJ

-I

/]>■ Marcus ilinzmtum alias Silver Fox/Sulovia/

Sanity

Who hasn't admired this before?! In an

assembler demo or a good game, some

lext is written on the screen, which is

illuminated from right to left and back again

as if by a flashlight. Letters in the middle of

the circle of light are clearly readable, but

towards the edge, the letters are illuminated

more and more weakly until they cannot be

seen at all in the depths of the color black.

Now this illumination swings char by char

from one border to the other. Something thai

looks this good can actually be realized in

only six BASIC lines!

Memory Address 648 ($0288)

In order to understand this effect, we now go

a bit beyond common basic knowledge. Let's

have a look at memo 7 address 648 first.

Usually, video RAM starts at 1024 and ends

at memory address 2023. This means that

you have 1000, accessible, independent

ced Stringrotator

If you have the knowledge, the computer can be used efficiently

with BASIC. The following examples are easily understood if you

know a bit about the C64, essentially understand BASIC 2.0, and

show a bit of interest. Let's see what can really be done with our

computer.

memory addresses. This number can also be

confirmed by a simple calculation. The C64's

screen has a raster of 25 lines with 40 chars

each in text mode. Thus, 25 times 40 equals

1000.

And how does the starling address of 1024

come into being'.' By reading the usual

content of memory address 648 (which is

responsible for this), you get to know why.

You find the value 4 in it, the number of the

C64 memory page for the video RAM start.

One page has 256 bytes, and 4 limes 256

equals 1024. However, now it should also be

possible to simply change this value. Indeed,

it is.

One thing needs to be considered when doing

this. Please don't ever change this memory

address by "POKEing" in the direct mode.

For instance, if you enter 1'OKE 648,160, the

video RAM doesn't start at 1024 (4x256) but

rather starts at 40960 (160x256, SaOOO). But

without any further preparations, there would

be chaos, and the cursor would disappear.

This indicates that you need to adjust more

C64 parameters if you wish to work on other

screens and to be able to see something.

Memory Address 53272 ($dO18)

Memory address 53272 is responsible for the

charsel used and for the location of the video

RAM. Therefore, the value contained is

divided in two. All even numbers less than 16

influence the starting address of the char set

(by the way, the C64 automatically adds a 1,

but this is ignored), values added to this

starting wilh 16 (in steps of 16 up to 240)

define - just like memory address 648 - the

video RAM's location. In order to calculate

the final address, you multiply the values

based on 16 by 64, whereas the values below

16 are multiplied by 1024. It has to be noted

that ibis calculation's result is based on the

currently chosen VIC area. If anything else

but the normal one (bank 0, $0000 to $3fff) is

aclivated, you also need to udd ils starting

address as well. For instance, if you were to

load a char set to 8192 (S2000 in bank 0), it
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WCfflld suffice to write 24 to this memory

address (16+8 - the video RAM is at 64*16,

the char set at 8*1024) in order to see the new

char set on the screen. This memory address

is also important for our effect. After having

Changed 648, you also need to adjust

something in 53272 in order to see the

screen.

Memory Address 56576 (SddOO)

Divided into two parts, this memory address

defines the already mentioned VIC area. To

the constant value of 148, you add the

selection values of 0 through 3, with the

highest value (3) selecting the lowest batik

(0). Each bank contains 16384 bytes (16 KB>.

In order to be able (0 work on our switched

screen from the example above

(POKE648J60), you need to POKE 148+1

(equaling 149, for the VIC bank from $8000

to Sbfff) to this memory address. While you

work in normal mode (video RAM at 1024 in

hank 0), this memory address contains 148+3

(equals 151).

All Memory Addresses in Practice

One Ihing should be said beforehand. The

eolor RAM starting at 55296 (Sd800) can't

lie moved. Thus, no matter which color you

write to a switched screen, colors that are to

be displayed on the screen later on can also

be seen at the same location on the switched

screen. Thus, the last screen color where a

color had been "PRINTixl" lo has priority.

An example:

1 POKE 648,160: POKE 53272,123*4:

POKE 56576,148+1

This switches the screen to 40960 (SaOOO)

using 160, sets the start of the screen to

SaOOO (with 128*64 equaling 8192, this

being $2000 higher than the VIC bank's

start), and brings the char set to S9000 (with

4*1024 equaling 4096). The built-in ROM

character set is usually 4096 (S1000) higher

than the start of the VIC bank. The last

BASIC command on the given line just

chooses VIC bank 2 by using a parameter of

148+1.

20

2 PRINT

Mf Home)(white)test

(Writing the text, "test", in white paint)

3 POKE 648,4

Returning the video RAM at 1024 (4*256)

but due to the change at 53272, you see the

screen starting at 40960.

4 PRINT "(Shi£t+CLR/Horae)<rod)c-64"

The text "c-64" is written in a red eolor onto

the screen at 1024, which is the one now

chosen.

If you execute this program, you see the text

written, starting at 40960 ('■test") on the

screen, but it appears in red. Why'.' At the

same location (column 0/line 0), another

color is displayed on the second screen.

However, the colors are valid for all screens.

Thus, the color last displayed is always the

color seen. This is not the case with the text.

This remains unchanged on its corresponding

screen.

Memory Address 53266 ($d012)

This location provides the position of the

raster beam the VIC is drawing on the

monitor right now. By constantly waiting for

one and the same value, the program achieves

a small but affective synchronization delay

that is even independent of the computer's

speed (it takes the same time on a SuperCPU

as on a normal C64).

Analysing the Effect

Our flashlight trick is based on a quite simple

idea. You have the possibility to switch Ihe

text screen, as discussed before. You write

your text onto a secondary screen. Now you

return to the normal screen, but 53272 is not

changed, and thus you still see the initial

screen. The colors now "PRINTed" to the

normal screen can be seen through the other

one's characters. Thus, you deal with two

layers, one for the colors and one for the

characters. The characters of one layer glow

in the color of the other. By doing so, you

may PRINT the colors on the color layer at a

tremendous speed without erasing the

characters on the text layer!

Analysing the Program

Roughly put, our little program, which has

been designed as a subroutine, does the

following. At first it computes a value for

centering the string C$ (in line 1000). Then it

defines the two strings AS and 13$ that will

later be used for the color display < 1001 anil

1002), clears screen number one (the color

screen), and sets border and background

color (addresses 53280 and 53281 - see info

box) to black (still 1002). Next it switches to

the second screen's text layer, clears the

screen there, and displays the siring CS in the

center. Then the C64 is informed where the

second screen (the one for the text) is to be

found so that it can also be displayed (1003).

Finally, we jump back to our color layer

(screen 1). There the routine PRINTs the

color strings, which have been structured in

such a way that a swinging movement is

created five times {1004 and 1005). In an

execution delay, we wait for the raster beam

at position 128 in address 53266. Once

everything has been done, things will be reset

to the normal mode, and we return to the

main program (1005).

And now more precisely, we are writing a

subroutine starting at line 1000 that will be

accessed with the string CS containing our

text. The string may not be longer than 38

chars. In the first line (1000), a formula

calculates the number of spaces required to

center the string and then stores that number

in the variable M. Then we deline the

following variables:



0064! - Das

fuer C64-Fr«und

Das Magazin fu

6064! - Das

Das Hagazin fu

fuer C64-Freunc

fuer C64-Freund

G064! - Das

Das riagizin fu

W as 53266

S as 53272

V as 56576

Das 53280

F as 53281

R as 64H

(Checking the raster beam)

(Address for char set

switching and video RAM

location)

(Address for switching the

VIC bank)

(Border color)

(Background color)

(Address for switching the

video RAM)

In line 1001 string BS is defined. Of course,

the light source is nothing but a string of

colored chars that is later moved in a looped

char by char from the left to the right. In this

string there arc at first 17 cursor movements

to the left, followed by a color progression

consisting of 16 {arbitrarily chosen)

characters. With 17 movements left and 16

movements right, one movement lo the left is

left over. If this string is PRINTed repeatedly,

it continously moves lo the left by one char,

and with it, the color progression.

In line 1002 we define another string AS, this

first displaying 16 colored characters and

then moving 15 times to the left. By

repeatedly PRINTing this string, we attain a

constant movement to the right by one char.

Following this definition, we poke- ihe

screen (first background color, then border

color) to become black and clear it.

Line 1003 now brings the address 64R into

play (see above). At first, things are switched

to screen page 160 at 648. This new memory

for the screen needs to be cleared first. There

we write the number of spaces as stored in M

before, and we display our text in string CS

after having switched to lower case (by

control code CTRL - n). Then the routine sets

53272 to 134 (128+6), POKEs 149 (148+1)

to 56576 (in order lo allow for working on

the switched screen), and finally resets the

screen to 1024 for displaying the colors. The

readable screen (the one with our CS text)

remains at 40960 due to the values in 53272

and 56576 (sec explanations at the article's

beginning.)

In line 1004 we clear the color RAM and

position the color string by using control

codes. In addition, some loops are defined

here with ihe counter H for the frequency of

the swinging motion from left to right and

back again, and T, as the number of PRINTS,

is executed in which the color string moves

by one char per update. At first AS is

displayed 50 times, and due to the WAIT

command, the routine waits for position 128

of the raster beam every time, which creates a

tiny delay. Thus, the entire aftair moves 50

times to the right.

In line 1005 this procedure is repeated, but

this time we don't display k% but rather BS.

The result i.s movement to the left for the

color progression. The second NIvXT in that

line increases Ihe counter II until it readies

the value 5, that is, until the loop has been

executed five times. At the end, the char set is

reset with the value 2! (16+4 plus an

automatic 1) to the normal mode, and the

work in VIC bank 2 is finished (I'OKli

56576,148+3). The last thing is lo leave the

subroutine by using RETURN.

Here is now the complete source code in

BASIC 2.0 form (when entering the lines,

please write consecutively. For greater

clarity, the listing below has been formatted

to break lines up into several lines.)

looo Bi«((40-lenle8n/2I:

w-53266:

s-53272:

v=56576:

3=53280:

£«532Bli

1002

aS="(orange)•*(1.red}•■(yellow}■■{white)

"* (yellow) ""(1-red) ,

POKE t,0:

POKE d,0:

PRINT " (shift-tclr/honie) -

1003 POKE r,160:

PRINT"(clr/

home)(7xdnwn)(black)cttl*n)"SPC(mlc$:

POKE 3,134:

POKE v,149:

POKE r,4

1004 PRINT "(shift-clr/

home)(7xdown)(BxlefE)";

FOR h=l TO 5:

FOR t-1 TO 50i

waic w,128:

PRINT a$;:

NEXT

1005 FOR t=l TO 50:

WAIT W.12B:

print bS;:

NEXT:

NEXT:

poke a,aii

POKE v.151:

RETURN

Was ihis hard lo understand? Constant

testing, retrying, and rereading of this

program/article should help. Someday you

should be able to insert the following routine

into a program:

cS='GO64! The true computer magazine":

GOSlia 1000

Lower case and upper case are always

available, so lei's make use of them. Those

who would like to see this effect in a larger

contexl should get my demo

ErTOEPENDENT as soon as possible. There

they will find it at work.

Have fun trying things out! Best wishes!

Marcus Hinzman alias Silver Fox (ad)

ril
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1001

bS=-(17xleft)(orange)■■11.red)'

•■(white)■"•(yellow)•■(l.red)

1(yellow]

Overview of the mentioned addresses

648 - screen memory start (page)

53265 - position of the raster beam

53272 - addresses for screen memory

and characierset

53280 - frame color

53281 - background color

56576 - VIC-bank-control



Your Commodore is a valuable

resource. Take care of your

investment with a few, simple

safety and survival tips.

r Starters
SuwivaC Sc&ooe

by Juaon Compton

Save your joystick ports

You probably know already that the

exposed chips on the inside of a

computer arc "electrostatically sensitive":

they arc very susceptible 'o damage from

even minor electric shock?, which is why

you are generally not supposed to touch the

metal pins on chips. But did you realize tlidt

the metal pins on the joystick port are nearly

as sensitive, especially when the computer is

on?

The joystick ports speak to the 64*S "CIA"

chips which control the joystick and

keyboard. When certain areas of a keyboard

stop working or certain directions on all of

your joysticks stop working, it's generally

because a CIA chip has gone bad.

Sometimes, these things just happen, but a

lair amount of the lime the cause is a shock

that came through those joystick ports. The

most common cause is reaching across those

ports in order to flip the power switch or (on

a 128) topress the reset button.

On some revisions of the f>4 and 128, you

can replace the CIA chips fairly easily. Hut

why run the risk? Here are some easy tips to

help you stay out of trouble:

1. Always keep joysticks in the joystick

ports. Sounds simple, doesn't it? You may

not think about it, for example, if you use

GliOS extensively, which generally only

uses one port. But by leaving two joysticks

plugged in at all times, you eliminate the

hazard.

2. Don't unplug/change the joysticks while

the computer is on. This one is almost as

simple; if you leave two joysticks plugged in

all the time, there shouldn't be a real

problem. But you may have a favorite

joystick for a particular game, or suspect that

one isn't working and want to make a quick

change. The short answer - don't do it. When

you change joysticks, you run the risk of

causing a short, either with the joystick itself

or with your lingers as you feel for the port.

The worst offenders are joysticks or other

devices that have a metal hood around their

connectors: they're not very common, but

that metal hood can cause a short if it

touches the pins on the computer. So if you

need to make a joystick change, turn the

computer off.

3. Don't use joypads for other systems unless

you're very, very sure they work on the 64.

Joypads for the Sega Genesis/Megacirive and

Amiga may have the same 9-pin connector,

and in fact they are electrically similar, but

they're by no means identical. The signals

sent by those gamepads are somewhat

different in order to accommodate the extra

buttons, and the results on the 64 aren't

pretty. At best, they may not work very well,

and at worst, those different signals could

damage the computer, especially the

aforementioned CIA chips. Some people

have published specifications that help you

disable the extra electrical signals {and the

extra buttons as a result) on Sega gamepads,

but it's easiest to just stick with joysticks

designed for the Atari/Commodore standard.

In an upcoming GO64!. we'll talk about

giving a 64 keyboard a^ proper cleaning.

Commodore World reau^rs will remember

from Issue 22 that a quick, non-intrusive

technique is to take a stiff piece of paper like

a business card and mil it through the slats in

the keyboard; you can dig out a lot of dirt,

hair, pet fur. cigarette ash, etc. that way.

But the fun part is that you may not need to

clean that keyboard at all, if you can find a

clean keyboard to be a parts donor. Although

the Commodore 64's innards changed from

time to time and the keyboard changed in

appearance somewhat from revision to

revision, physically and electrically, all

Commodore 64 keyboards are almost exactly

the same, meaning you can interchange them

if you have a '"spare parts" computer. The

process is very simple.

Remove all of the screws from the bottom of

your computer (three on most models) and

remove the top of the shell. You should be

able to lift the keyboard and move it a little

bit to reveal the tnetal shield underneath.

Don't remove the metal shield unless you

have to.

You'll see a large bundle of wires running

from the keyboard to a single, long plastic

plug into the computer motherboard. Note

the orientation {remember which colored

wire faces which side), and unplug the

keyboard (carefully grip the keyboard

connector with needlenose pliers and pull.)

Plug the new keyboard into the now-empty

spot on the motherboard, being sure the

connector is aligned the same way as the

original keyboard.

Replace the top shell of the computer and

replace the screws in the bottom of the

computer.

That's all!

The original Commodore 64 power supply

was one of the worst pieces of electronics

ever devised. If you are still using one, you

may want to consider replacing it with a

heavy-duty power supply, preferably a

"repairable" model so you can change fuses

in the event of a problem.

Aside from being underpowered and

inefficient, many original power supplies

actually "leak" a damaging level of current

into the M when it is plugged in but turned

off. Over time, this can damage the 64's

chips and ultimately make the computer

unusable. So if you're stuck with the original

power supply, completely remove it from the

wall socket when it is not in use.

Now that Commodore World and GO64! are

together, it's more important than over that

we hear from you, the reader, and find out

what topics you want to leam more about.

Please write to jcompton@xnet.com and

share your thoughts and questions so we can

cover them in upcoming issues, (ak)



The favorite

on the

monitor

Image 1: It all

begins with a

rectangle and

two ellipses

Last time we looked at the different graphics formats and their

peculiarities. Today we practice. How do you proceed to draw an

image of an object?

byAlexander "Mr. Quark" Teufel

and Volker Rust

Well, first you'll have to consider what

object you want. If you already have an

image in mind, you might want lo start

drawing immediately, but since stalling ihis

way requires a lot of graphic imagination, it's

difficult for beginners. It's much easier if

you've got s model for orientation. In the case

ofa physical object, like a ledciy bear, you can

simply pose it. Take care it's well-lit and easy

to see and compare with the image on the

screen. If you want lo have light and shadow

effects in the picture, it's particularly helpful

!o light the model appropriately, and you'll

likely get a more realistic result. However, if

you don't have a model, it's recommended

that you make a sketch on

paper.

Which graphics mode is the most

suitable?

Once you know what to draw, you'll have to

decide which graphics mode offers the best

conditions for your image. For the beer can

which we're trying to create, we've chosen to

use multicolor mode. This mode is the most

suitable to begin your pixel ing practice,

because the low resolution of 160x200 pixels

allows for quick results, and because it offers

enough colors so you can leani how to handle

them.

Which graphics program?

Next step - get your favorite image processor.

It's extremely important to be familiar with

the software and know iis functions. If you

haven't made yourself acquainted with it yet

and tried out its options, drawing will be hard

and time-consuming, and you won't get the

result you desire. Although it barely takes any

more than ten minutes to get familiar with a

program, most artists fail at this point,

because they want to begin drawing without

knowing ihe software they're using. Bj the

way, we used Arnica Paint as a muhicoloi

painting program to create our example pit

"Color-X" (included on this issuer's

coverdisk) is another graphics program we

consider suitable for beginners.

Strategy

First try to draw the contours of your object.

For irregular lines or curves you may use the

line-drawing function and outline the object

line by line. While you do this, it's best to

imagine the object as a Hat. uni-eolored area.

If it has regular proportions, use the circle,

ellipse, and rectangle-drawing functions. The

color should be similar to that of the actual

object but with a medium brightness (you'll

need brighter and darker tones to make light

and shadows). Choosing ihe right color

should not be too iiard. since the 16 colors the

C64 can display don't oiler much choice. The

next step is to lil! the enclosed area you drew

(see picture 1).

From contours to details

You can now start adding details; in the

example picture, we begin with the upper lid

of the can. First, the inner area is marked off

with a second ellipse. Fhen the outer form of

the object is roughly outlined (picture !)

After that, we enter zoom mode for the fine

work. At this point we recognize the

importance of light and shadow and the

effects they can produce. Matching colors are

best found out by trial-and-error; our color

[able gives you some orientation. For the

label ot the can, gray tones are most suitable.

Some color combinations melt together on

thescrccn and appear as a single different

color if you use them in a checkered pattern.

This can sometimes work miracles, given the

low color abilities of the C64 (picture 3).

Color limitations and clashes

Watch oui when you want to use more thai)

the three colors (plus background color) that

Image 2: The

basic form

of the can

are allowed in each field of 4 by 8 pixels;

you'll encounter the so-called cotoi clashes.

This happens when you try !>> use a fifth

color, although it's impossible for the

hardware lo display it in this pixel field.

Painting programs react differently to this

situation; some of them replace one of the

colors used in the pixel field with the

currently selected color, while others simply

won't let you select a new cnloi Ai any rate,

color clashes arc always annoying, because

you can't draw a:, you'd like lo ind --ov. re

forced lo liiui .I v,.t\ around.

3
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image 3: Using brighter and darker

colors for a more plastic result

This example shows that it's important In

think in terms of the computer's capabilities;

if you are aware tifthe edges of the 4x8 tiles

and adjust the linage to them, you'll be able

to use ihree new colors in each lile, which

guarantees an optimal color density.

Writing can be tricky

Now. we have some problems with [he

writing which Hows from top to bottom, It's

best to prepare it in the second graphics

screen - if there is one - and insert it onto the

can with the copying function (picture 4).

Before drawing any letters, you should know

exactly where the writing is to he placed and

divide it properly so all letters tit in. If you

want an exact equivalent to the original

writing, you'll have a lot of real pixel work

(i.e., you'll have to set a lot of single pixels),

constantly comparing il to the real beer can.

When copying the writing onto the can. lake

care that the writing lits into the same lile

limits as on the screen it was drawn in;

Otherwise, you'll likely generate a color

elash, which will take unnecessary lime to

fix.

Anti-aliasing

Once you've overcome this hurdle, you'll

have quite some detail work left over. The

most important task might he try ing to "round

off" the corners and pixel staircases caused

by the low resolution. A corner in front of a

biack background, like in (lie example pic,

can be rounded oil' by setting a darker pi.xei

exactly at the point where the edges meet.

This method is known as anti-aliasing; it lets

you create a soft transition between /ones

that have :i large difference in brightness, and

this reduces the ugly sharp edges to a

minimum or even makes them invisible.

On while or similarly bright backgrounds, the

same principle works conversely; the

brightness of the color you use for anti

aliasing has to be between those of the edge

to be rounded oil'and its background. Use of

this technique can even give the viewer the

impression of a higher resolution, because the

sharp edges expected in a multicolor picture

aren't visible (picture 5).

On our beer can. the blue writing that looked

rather edgy at first was rounded oil'wiih dark

gray pixels: also the label appears rounder

than normally possible in multicolor mode.

It's up to the painter's patience and ability to

finish up the picture. Little details, like the

Image 4: The writing is pre-drawn in

its own graphics screen

Hints from the pros

Andre Seeliger, better known in the

scene under his handle, "Brainsmasher",

talks about his newest logo he did for the

group, "Axicon";

"Such images, as my logo shown here,

can hardly be done in one go. They take

quite some time. So when you work on

such a pic, tor heaven's sake, lake all !he

time you need. If you happen to lose any

motivation to continue the picture, save

your unfinished work and get at it again a

few days later."

"Of course, you gel the most experience

if you try out lots of ideas. For example,

try drawing a simple image in several

color combinations and find out which

colors fit together well and which don't."

Image 5: Anti-aliasing can work

wonders with the resolution

Image 6:

Finally! This is

ready to show

oh"!

edge and bottom of the can (picture 6), are

usually added after everything else is done.

During the final pixeling, you'll reach a point

where you can't visibly improve it anymore

by selling further pixels. At this point, you

can be sure it's done... at last!

Overview: the most common color

combinations

1; blue, light blue, cyan, white

2: dark brown, green, light green, white

3: dark brown, red, brown, pink, yellow

4: black, dark gray, medium gray, light

gray, white



GEOS tium - Patch

Werner "Mr.

Patch" Weicht

:00:0

Burning toasters ... computers that won't start... exploding

monitors ... is anything going to be spared the horror of the change

of year from 1999 to 2000...

by Nikotaus Metz

Luckily, we Commodore 64/128 users are

safe - but we do have to pay attention to a

few small tilings. As the GEOS developers

were hard at work creating a revolutionary

product for the C64, no one had the notion

that they would still be in use in the year

2000.

Necessary Changes

Until a few short years ago, it was common

programming practice to record the date as

only the last two digits. The fact thai this

would have a boomerang effect was first seen

with the use of the program 'Updater', used

to save data from a RAM disk to a diskette or

hard drive. The 'Updater' actually had

problems with the year' 1999' and they had to

he corrected. Additional problems arise with

applications which contain the date function:

gcoWrite, geoMerge, geoPublish, TextPrint

and GeosLQ. In order to save valuable

memory, "19" was automatically prepended

to the user-entered hist two digits of the year.

To make sure that everything will work

correctly in the new year, we have the

program PatchSyslem VI.2.

the date function. This simple solution has a

small disadvantage, however. After using the

patch, the programs may only be started on 1/

I'2000 or later, otherwise the dale will read

'209')*. Additionally, the program TextPrini

must be altered in the year 2010, due to

another date entry error.

Get Ready for the Patch

First off, I have to warn you to never use the

Patchtext on the original software diskettes. I

always havea 1581 disk drive on hand for the

puipose of copying a program and tixing it

with Patchtext. 1 do the actual patching on my

RAM disk and then change the name of the

patched program so that 1 can tell the

difference between files, The patched

program is then saved lo a diskette with a

report file. This may sound a lilte too

cautious, but it's always how I've done it - it's

safe.

GEOS 31.101999 13:22 51

■ D.Pntdi-Sys Vik

Klfisse:

FileTyp:

Flutor:

Struktur.

Datum:

CfSBe:

geoPublish U1.8

flnwendung

Alice and Hike

UllR

R9.1999 ?8:]fi

18B KByte(s)

1 i Schreibschut;
geoPublish ist die flntwort nuf [fire

Desktop-Publishinij-Hnspruche!

KBytes irei 499 KButes beleqt 14 KButes ffei 775 KBytes beleqt 3 tpj.j/memcc

The Corrections

The patch text is available in US and German

versions for the programs geoWrite 64 and

128 V2.1/V2.2, geoMcrge V2.0/V2.! from

the DeskPack, GeosLQ V2.16/V2.17/V2.18c

(German) and V2.5 (US), various TextPrint

versions, Updater V2.0/V2.1 and for the

Calendar from DeskPack. The programs are

changed thusly: the'19' is replaced by '20' in

The Public Domain Idea

The Text for I'atchsystem VI.2 (and on) are

located on Werner Wddil's homepage (http:/

/home.t-online.de/home/wweicht) and in

mailboxes with CBM and Fido Net

association. Since not all of our readers have

access to the Internet, this program can also

be found on our cover disk. If you use the

program, please send the small shareware fee

of S5 US to make sure that the author can

continue work on this program in the future.

tf there's a program for which you'd like to

see ii patch, contact Werner Weicht and

discuss the possibilities.

~
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Of course not - but there's surely enough air inside. If the casing were a food packaging and the inner

parts were food, Commodore would almost certainly have gotten into trouble, since in the food

branch, the contents are to fill at least 80% of the total space, leaving empty no more than 20%. The

128DCR shows the contrary ratio - if we open the casing, we see mostly an empty space with some

electronics in it.

by Niko Malecki

New ideas

This sight gives rise to new ideas in the

head of any enthusiastic hobbyist.

Wouldn't a RAM expansion fit in lliere just

great, leaving the expansion port free? All

we need to do is solder an additional

connector to the inner pins of the expansion

port! And now, the most important idea:

Although the CI28DCR has a built-in 5.25"

drive {1571), any professional user of the

C12S will certainly need a 3.5" drive.

Usually, he'll put it somewhere next to the

computer, but neither does this set-up look

aesthetie, nor the cables attached lo it.

With such large hollow space inside the

computer, what's more suggesting than

putting the 3.5" floppy into it. In issue 2/9')

you can see a photo showing my computer

with n 1581 floppy inside. This conversion is

a fairly easy one, and in this article I'll show

how it is done.

At lirsl, we open llie housing of our 1581 to

take out the 3.5" Floppy and the board, just

to notice that the drive has no front panel of

its own... which will make it a bit difficult to

get a good-looking installation.

Gimme that drilling machine!

There are two ways to solve this: we can

cither cut a slit for the disk and a hole for the

eject button by ourselves, or we can get an

original drive that still has a front panel (see

photo). These 80UKB floppy drives arc

available from Amiga retailers (e.g. Vesalia,

see Amiga mags). Alternatively we can

connect a PC drive lo the I5R1 board. In issue

2/98 of GO64! 1 showed how to do this

conversion.

fhe second part, namely the board, can easily

be fastened anywhere in the computer

cabinet. So, alier we've provided the right

cut-outs in the front of the computer we put

in the drive and install it with metal elbows.

How you do this in your particular case, is

left to your own constructing skills, as there

are several ways. After installing the drive

and lloppy hoard, we now provide the electric

connections.

Soldering iron, at your service

Didn't you always feel annoyed by the fact

that the 1571 couldn't he set to different

addresses than 8? While we are at it, we

might just as well add an address swilch,

which enables us to set any address from 8 to

11. The circuit schematic accompanying the

article shows how it's done. The 3.5" lloppy

has address switches, too; however, as we

can't reach them once the board is installed

inside the computer, we have to put them to

the outside. The bottom edge of the

computer's front panel is a good position (see

photo). So. this bottom edge is to hold two

address switches for the 1571, another two

for the 1581, and a two-pin on/off switch for

the 1581. We also add reset buttons for each

ofthe drives, since the drives need to be reset
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in order lo assume the address we set on the

switches.

Whoops!

Now we handle the rest of the electrical

stuff: first, the serial connection. To obtain it,

we connect the six contacts of one of the iwo

scri;il sockets nn the 1581 board, with the

corresponding ones on the serial connector

on the the computer board. The power switch

on the 1581 board is set to "oil" and a new

switch is connected to the equal pins of the

original switch, using at least 16 guage wire.

Three lines are needed for the power supply:

Ground (GND), +12 Volts, and +5 Volts.

These voltages can he taken from different

points on the main board, near the power

supply connector (check with a multimeter).

Again, these points are connected to Ihe

C128 D

device numbers

switches

Sallih I.I on

Switch! on

Switch 1 Oh. N

Snitch 1.1 on. 11

8(1 u on)

i
corresponding pins of the power switch on

the 1581 hoard, using at least 16 guage wire.

Our next task is to connect the drive to the

1581 board: for this, we need a flat ribbon

cable with 34 strands, and the power

connector. Both of them have to be

significantly longer after the conversion,

which means we have to build our own

cables. And at last, we have to install the

reset buttons; for the 1571 reset, we simply

tap the orignial reset key for the 1571 located

near the rear end of Ihe main board, and the

one for the 1581 is concctcd to ground and

pin #10 of U12 of the 1581 board (a 7406

chip).

Surely you've noticed that this conversion

doesn't require great skill, hut even in this

case, you ean't do without some thorough

basic knowledge.

Knowledge + capability = power!

Those who know how to do it, just need the

idea, but no instructions, and those who

don't know how, won't find much help in

even the most detailed instruction guide.

When using a technical device, be it a

computer, a motorcycle or a lawnmower, you

should ALWAYS acquire enough basic

technical knowledge to be able to intervene

in ease of emergency. It's always a

disadvantage if you understand little or

nothing at all of a technics! matter, because

you'll be bound to other people,

And now, let's be proud of what we've just

accomplished.

Ifyou have ideas or wishesfor new hardware

projects, don 'i hesitate, but let me faiow.

Contact me under

CSW-Verlag

Goethestr. 22

D-71364 Winnentkn

Germany

E-Mail: go64@c64.org



by Gaetyne R. Casson

W3M

Maurice Randall recently posted an

announcement in the comp.sys.cbm

newsgroup acknowledging that a new web

browser is in ihe works for our 64s and 128s.

His announcement was aimed towards

programmers interested in helping with the

project, which will be open source, allowing

for further development. While we wait to

see what develops in the Commodore realm,

we can explore ;i "new" text based web

browser, named "W3M", written by Akinori

Ito. This isn't really a new browser, as it

started out as a UNIX 'pager" (or text viewer)

in 1991. W3m is an abbreviation DfWWW-

to-Miru", Japanese for "See the ".

Detect
What's truly magic about W3M is that it

allows us to view web pages that use frames

and tables. It 'renders' ihe page in a format

that's close to perfect. It can also handle

cookies and recent versions can browse

secure wcti sites, such as for banking or

online ordering.

To demonstrate the differences between

Lynx and W3M, let's visit Arndt Dettke's

English GoDot page

ht t p ://mem btrs .aol .c om Hiow [o god ot/e nj> li s h .htm

Using Lynx, the GoDot page appears with a

menu at the top, two news items are listed,

and then we see the word "GoDot" centered

on the page, followed by the main text. Below

this there is a link to a picture of Amdt.

centered horizontally in the middle of the

screen with some descriptive text. At the

bottom of the page, there's a horizontal line.

G NuUl jim GtiDol (magi? Ptf\f.tiUt'i$
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GoDot Homepage and Netscape

then on the left hand side, there's a link to

send Amdt Email, and his copyright

information.

When we view the same page using W3M,

we see the menu at the top of the page, plus

three separate columns, the left side contains

the news items, the center has the main text of

the page, with the word GoDot appearing at

the top of the page, centered horizontally.

The right-hand column has a link to Amdt's

picture with descriptive text. Underneath the

three columns is a line, and then the link to

send Email appears on the right side, while

the copyright Information is on the left.

It's the same page, but W3M has displayed it

closer to how a graphical browser shows ihe

web page. I've included screen shots of [he

page as rendered by W3M, Lynx, and

Netscape to show how the same page is

displayed by all three web browsers.

Installing W3M

Your System Administrator will need to

install W3M. it's available for most types of

UNIX systems, and there's a Windows

version too. so most Internet providers .should

be able to Install W3M and have it available

for online use, When you ask your SysAdmin

tO install it, make sure to lell them it's at

http://ei5nazha.y/.yamagata-u.ac.jp/~aiio/

w3m/eng/.

When W3M is compiled, there's an option to

set the type ofkeybinding it uses- its own, or

a set that's similar to Lynx's default settings

so that most of Ihe common keys you type in

Lynx would be the same in W3M. This is aii

area ofpersonal preference, but unfortunately

it's also something that can only be set when

the program is compiled. If in doubt, ask your

SysAdmin to install it with "lynx-like

keybindings". He (or she!) will be prompted

with this question by the software, so it

doesn't hurt to let your sysadmin know your

preferences ahead of time.

Using W3M

Unlike Lynx. W3M must be started with a

file name or URL (web address), such as:

w3m http://cbm.vidoocam.net.au/

Getting used to cursoring around a web page

with more than one column may lake some

practice. In my experiments, i found that

when the cursor reached the bottom of a

column, it would then jump to the top of the

next column. Sometimes a viewed page will
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GoDot Homepage and Lynx

appear off tliu sidu of ihe screen. To see it

without cursoring up and down columns, you

can use cither the "<" or '">" keys (or llieir

corresponding unsliiflcd keys such as the

coma and period. If W3M was compiled

using it's own keybindings, instead ofthe up/

down cursor keys, use T {the letter 'e!') nnd

'h' for right and left cursor movement. For

up/down cursonng, use Ihe 'j1 and 'k' keys.

You can also use the TAB key to move

between hyperlinks. If ever in doubt ofhow

to use W3M, you can press "H" (shifted 'h')

to view the Help page. It lists keystrokes and

commands that are used within the program.

When filling out web forms (such as

participating in online forums), when the

cursor is over a line to be filled in. press the

return key. In the bottom left-hand corner, the

word "TI-XT:" will appear with the cursor

next to it. Just type what you want and press

return again. The text will appear in the web

form. For longer lext fields, W3M will start

your toxt editor. Once you've typed your lext,

save the tile and you will be returned to the

web browser with your words of wisdom in

the text box. This is useful as it allows you to

use any of the lools your lext editor has

available, such as spell checking or imparting

text from another file.

Configuring W3M Options

After giving W3M a try, the next step is to set

it up to suit your tastes. To set your

preferences, press the "o" key lor "Options".

A web page will appear with several different

sets of options. After each set of options is a

link with the word "OK". If you're only

changing one setting you can select "OK" in

that section - your preferences will be saved,

and you'll be back at the previous web page

you were visiting.

A couple important items to set in the options

are automatic rendering of frames, ami the

colour choices. This is one of the areas where

W3M shines, as it's difficult to change the

colour choices with Lynx as it requires

editing the lynxxfg text file. Near the bottom

of Ihc options page, you can set the mailer

and editor that W3M will use. Ifyou use Pine

tor Email, type "pine" for the mailer. The

editor is used when filling out forms online. If

you're not sure whai editor to use "pico" is a

safe bet.

Even though W3M docs an excellent job at

displaying web pages with tables or frames, it

still has some of the same drawbacks as

Lynx, but for the same reason - if a web

designer elected not lo make use of the "Ah"

tag to display alternative text, we see only the

name of the image. Unfortunately even some

Commodore related web pages fall into this

category. Another drawback is that W3M

only comes with help files and configured for

two languages - Japanese, and English. The

author slates thai W3M is not a replacement

for Lynx, and Ibis is fair, it's not a

replacement, but it's a tool we can use for

seeing the web from a different perspective.

(ad)

Gaelyne R. Gossan is ihe author of The

Internetfor Commodore C64/I2H Users. You

can find her online at Imp://

fbm.vUlaK-iwhiift.au
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hether you own a SuperCI'U or nol -

your programs should work with it. And

while the engineers at CMD have managed to

Learn to program in a SuperCPU-compatible way. This is

important even if you don't own a SuperCPU yet. Make your

their aeedera.or as compatible as i. was programs benefit from the accelerator when it is present. Here is

technically possible, there arc still some tilings

to keep in mind when writing programs thai

are to be SuperCI'U compatible.

Don't use illegal opcodes

The first thing, which is obvious and therefore

quite known, is the fact that you must not use

any of the so called "illegal" opcodes of the

6510, These opcodes usually save two or three

cycles by performing several operations which

normally would have required more than one

instruction code, thus needing more cycles.

Such opcodes do not work on the 65816, The

reason for this is simple: These "illegal"

opcodes are undocumented and the developers

of the processor did not even intend them to

exist. So, the people at Western Design Center,

makers oflhe65R 16, defined and implemented

all of the opcodes not already in use by one of

the standard 6510/02 processors, to include

new, more powerful and more useful

instructions. Thus, all possible opcodes from

SO0 to SFF arc used. The values of the

"illegals" now have documented meanings

which are, of course, completely different.

This usually leads to a program crash when

illegal opcodes are used. Therefore, please

avoid them to keep your program SuperCI'U

compatible; you probably don't need to save

those two cycles anyway.

Load at 1 MHz

Loading routines (and other disk routines) arc

liming dependant. Small waiting loops or

NOPs are used to create precise liming - for

example to get rid of the necessity of an extra

clock line for the data transfer. This enables

specially written loading routines to perform

disk operations much faster than the stock

routines supplied in the ROMs by

Commodore. JiffyDOS is also based on the

timing of a plain C64, this is why the

SuperCPU switches down to I Mil/ during

disk access. Note that it is not the SuperCPU

itself (or some hardware component inside it),

but the kernal that docs the switching, as soon

how it's done.

bv Malta Mmuli

as (he disk routines are used. The conclusion:

If you don't use the kernal in your own fastload

routine or IRQ-enabled-loader, you must

switch down to l MHz manually. This is easily

done with:

STft SD07A

After loading, switch back to turbo mode with

a simple;

STA SDOTB

The value of ihe accumulator is unimportant in

this case, as the registers are write-sensitive.

Any write to the register will trigger it's

function, regardless of the value written.

Perform timing critical stuff in 1

MHz mode

What applies for loading routines is also

important lor everything else which is

dependanl on I Mhz timing. For example, if

you want to display a picture in FLI mode and

cannot (or don't want to) write a routine which

generates the FLI in turbo mode, switch to I

MHz before starting the display routine, and

switch back to turbo afterwards. The same

goes for similar stuff like opening the side

borders or even just creating color rasterbars -

Ihe original I Mil/ liming of the 6510 is the

base you can always return to if needed.

However, all processor-intensive routines of

course should be executed in turbo mode

whenever possible. When it comes to special

routines only used when a SuperCPU is

present, for example an FLI routine which is

designed to run in 20 MHz, it frees a LOT of

processor time for other tasks. Please consult

the paragraph above (about loading) on how to

switch between I Ml I? and 20 MHz.

Don't calculate in the IRQ routine

SuperCPU owners have experienced it: Some

programs simply don't get faster wilh the

SuperCPU! One of the main reasons,

especially when the program contains vector

calculations or similar routines, is that the

main work is done within an IRQ routine. A

frame oriented way of programming is very

common among demo coders, however, it is

not very efficient, especially on the SuperCPU.

In 20 MHz mode, a heavy calculation would

then simply lake less rasier lime lo execute,

leaving a lot of unused time until the VIC (or

CIA in some cases) triggers the next [RQ- So if

you calculate something, scroll, move,

whatever - do it in the main program. Do not

"split" ihe calculations on frames. Let your

routine calculate as much as it can in a given

time - il will manage lo do a lo! more with a

SuperCPU then.

The memory doesn't end at $FFFF

Some programmers assume thai the memory is

like a globe. They leave Europe lo sail

westwards and expect to reach India. In other

words, it is assumed that alter SF!:FF, Ihe next

address is $0000 again. Consider this: a

program initializes the IRQ/NM1 veciors

(located at SFFFx) and some zero page

addresses with a single loop like:

LDX 1500

loop: LDA data, Jt

STA SFFFA.x

INX

CPX UZ2A

BtJE loop

ilata: . byte

S00,Sc0,S0O,ScD,SO0,ScllS2f,53p;1SB5,S"7«,

Sal,$98 ...

The loop starts with a value of $00 in Ihe x- o
u



register. The NMI vector (SFF1-A/I-B) and later

liic IRQ vector addresses at SPFPEflPF art

filled with the desired values. Wilh the next

increment of the x-regisler, n kind of overflow

occurs. On a plain C64, the address wraps to

$0000. However, the 65816 is capable of

addressing up to 16 MB directly. Since the

SuperCPU has a second 64 K bank ofSRAM to

keep the ROM images there for fastest

execution, (located at SO 10000 upwards!), the

little loop above will store the values intended

for the zero page at $010000+ instead. After

that, your program assumes that the correct

values are in the correct zero page addresses,

which is not the case when a SuperCPU is

active - and because of this it will crash or at

least not work as it should! The solution is

simple: A bit more "proper" programming, [-'ill

the two areas (SFFFx and the zero pagcj with

the desired values in two separate initialization

loops.

Problems with 2 MHz

In some programs, a manipulation of SD030

on aC12K inC64 mode (with the screen turned

00) is used to switch to 2 M! \v. and gain speed.

Unfortunately, this may create problems with

the SuperCPU. So avoid using SD030 if you

find a SuperCPU on the system. Surely users

will love programs which run not only at 2

Mil/, but also at 20 MHz!

Use only documented locations

While most cases of SuperCPU

incompatibility resulting from the usage of

illegal opcodes and the other compatibility

problems outlined above only apply to a minor

number of programs, usually we find them

right in tiiose applications and games we

would like lo run with a turbo enabled

SuperCPU,

However, there is one point left to mention:

Please only use documented locations in the I

O-areal Although it may sound unbalicvcable

to some, there are programmers who write to

SD220 instead of SD020, SD212 instead of

$13012 and so on! Due to the nature of the

C64's design, these locations do work and do

what their counterparts at the real addresses

usually do. lint on the SuperCPU, methods like

this cannot work. The SuperCPU handles I/O

accesses In a very special way and was not

designed to support writes or reads to

undocumented mirror locations. In addition,

the SuperCPU has it's own little portion of

RAM in the I/O area - SD200-SD2FF is used

by the system, while at SD300-SD3FF is an

extra block of RAM available for SuperCPU-

supporling programs. The conclusion is

simple: Only use documented address

locations - this applies not only to the I/O area.

but also to Kama] routines.

Detecting a SuperCPU

With the knowledge we have gained so far we

are able to write programs that are 100%

compatible lo CMD*S accelerator board and

even can benefit from the presence of a

SuperCPU, If you want to let your program

"know" whether it is executed by a SuperCPU

or a plain Commodore system, this can be

done in a simple way; Just check whether bit 7

Of SD0BC (a special SuperCPU register) is

zero. A plain C64 always returns a one, like

every read from an I/O address that is not used.

But on a SuperCPU. this bit is normally zero -

thus giving us the possibility to easily detect a

SuperCPU, Once detected, we are able to

select alternative routines for SuperCPU

owners, or even use full SuperCPU only

programs which Could take advantage of all the

powerful new opcodes and addressing modes

the 65816 offers, (ws)

MCSoft
Softwareversand

Megacom Software Langenfelder Hof 1 78652 Deisslingen Germany

phone: 0049 74201324 fax: 0049 7420 2608

Internet: www.MCSoft.de email: Megacom.5oftware@bluewin.de

GEOS V2.0 Software MegaPatch64/128 V3.0

49,-DMGcoCom V1.5 (GEOS programming tool)

For GEOS64 and GEOS128 (40/80)

TopDesM28 V3.5 or TopDeskM V3.5

New desktop which supports

all CMD drives and uses window technology.

TopDesk64/128V3.5 Update from V3.xx

HP Deskjet/Epson printer driver V2

HP DJ/Epson printer driver update from VI

for GEOS64 and 128, also Interpolllng! Epson with colour!

MegaTools V2 (for GEOS V2.0) 10,-DM

Gqos tools for Geos64 and Geos128lncl, Turbo126 Patch

64net:

29,-DM

15,-DM

29,-DM

15,-DM

79,-DM64net full version incl. 1,5 meter cable

Now deliverable again! The alternate to CMD's HD.

Use the harddisc ol your PC (from 286er upward) as a

normal driva for your C64 or C128. Up to 4(!) C64/C128 usable in a

network! Connection over Userport of C64/C12B to parallel port of

PC. Usable in Basic mode and with GEOS/MegaPatch! Full usable

with SCPU! Printing over PC when using GEOS. Cable length up to

30 meter possible!

The new GEOS version made in Germany!

Both versions also for american GEOS kernel!

With printed english manual and new desktop!

Supports SCPU, RamLInk, HD, FD, 1581, 1571, 1541 and

all ram expansions; new configure, file-box, taskswitcher,

printer spooler, screen saver, screen hardcopy.

MegaPatch64 or 128 V3.0" 69,-DM

(For use with your old desktop)

MBgaPatch64 or 128 V3.0' 69,-DM
(incl. TopDesk64 o. 128 V4.1 update from V3.xx)

MegaPatch64 or 128 V3.0

(incl. TopDesk64 or 128 V4.1 full version) 89,-DM

TopDesk64 or 128 V4.1 full verison

(Only for use with MegaPatch V3.0' !) 35,-DM
MegaPatch optional in different disk format:

1541 /1571 / 1581-DD / 1581-HD (CMD-FD)

Pay with your visa or master card!

Shipping costs for a parcle:

Airmail:

Normal mail:

16.-DM

8.-DM

USA support: The World of Merlancia Inc.

3516A West Cactus Road Phoenix, Arizona 85029

phone: (602)-789-0956/896-1338

http://www.meriancia.com/mersoft.html

email: meriancia@aol.com
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WORLD WATCH
F

byRainer Buckty

This month's focus: USB

HELLO

WORLD,
a new bus system has appeared in the world

of computers and is becoming the now,

platform-spannine standard for (slower)

peripherals: tlie universal serial bus, in short

-USB.

In the beginning, there was

frustration-

Developing hardware would be so easy, if

not every computer system had come with its

very own proprietary bus system. Even on

the C64, hardware designers have to handle a

variety of ports like, the expansion port, the

user port, as well as the datasettc and

joystick port. And there's not much

difference on other systems. The

Commodore Amiga comes with many

different expansion skits - depending on the

version of the machine - and PCs have a

sheer babylonical diversity of different slots,

like 8-bit ISA, 16-bit ISA, EISA, MCA,

VLB, and PCI... but all those systems have

one thing in common - you never have

enough expansion slots!

Serial?

The name itself is the difference, compared

with that of traditional bus systems. The

classical expansion buses, which usually

derive from the system architecture of a

computer (expansion port on the C64, Zorro

on the Amiga. ISA and VLB on PCs...), are

parallel buses consisting of an address and

data bus as well as various signals to control

the bus transfers. This design had practical

reasons, since it allows any kind of hardware

to be easily integrated; however, portability

is affected by the dependency on the

system's architecture.

Serializing a bus is no new invention, since

Commodore already did it with the [EEE488

bus back in 1980, creating the serial IEC bus

we all love (easy cabling) and hate (no! it

really wasn't that last!). Insiders know the

IEC bus protocol is identical to that of its big

brother, the IEEE488 bus, except that it has

fewer lines, which means that some lines

have to be employed for several functions ai

once.

Well?

USB goes a step further by reducing the

number of bus signals required to two,

besides two power supply lines. The times

arc gone when you needed an additional

power supply unit for each external device.

Today any device that's not too hungry for

power can simply be driven via the USB

connection.

For those who believe USB has a slow bus,

here's a nice surprise fur you. These are the

dala rates that USB can provide:

- 12 MUil/s

- 1.5 MBit/s (for "slow" devices like

keyboard or mouse)

This equals to maximum transfer rates of 1.5

MB/s or IR7kB/s (the IEC bus, using

Vcc

D+

D-

GND

l

/

IT) TTT

max !Sm

( \

( »

\

w

Vcr

n+

n.

GND

speeders, provides around If) kB's). It's

interesting lo note that both dala rates can be

used on the same bus.

While we're at it. strictly speaking. USB is

not even a bus in the actual sense (where all

devices have equal and parallel access to the

bus, like on the [EC bus), but rather a peer-

to-peer network. This means a USB device

can only communicate with its immediate

neighbor, and any locations lying further

away can only be reached by sending the

packeis through all devices between the

sender and the receiver. Tor this purpose,

every USB device has a dedicated data input

and a data output port. However, it's possible

to build star-layout networks - as known

from networking technology - by using so-

called hubs. This is particularly useful in

order to separate devices with slow

(1.5MBit/s) and fast (l2MISil/s)

communication, since this way the faster

devices aren't slowed down by the slower

ones. USB has some other interesting

features, like the possibility to reserve bus

bandwidth for real-time transfers

(asynchronous transfer), but we won't go any

further into this at this point. Those who are

interested may turn to the USB specifications

VI

Can we have that, too?

Alas, no. ai least not at the moment.

However, it could be possible, because lliere

arc appropriate (and low-priced) chips on the

market that can receive and process a USB

data stream [2], Using these, a conneclion to

the C64/C128 could easily be achieved.

But is the C64 fast enough to receive the

data? There's no doubt that the slower USB

mode is no problem. 187 kB per second are

easily transferred into memory by using the

DMA; we just have to coordinate it with the

VIC. 1.5 MB (or 12 Mbit) per second are a

little harder to handle, since that's more than

50% above the hus bandwidth of a (PAL)

C64. We could still create a connection,

given a USU interface with sufficient buffer

memory that would transfer the incoming
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Sources

[1] USB Specifications V1.0

http://www.usb.org

[2] Anchor Chips EZ-USB

http://www.anchorch.ips.com/ez_usb.htm

[3] Rainer Buchty, "The Lasl Resort", #5!,

published in GO64! Issue #5/99

http://www.buchty.net/articlcs/cmd.html

this adapter will ever see

the light of the day.

data into the C64's memory in chunks. Of developments baaed on

course, this would reduce ihe effective data careful market analyses,

rate. Instead of being constantly blocked by it remains questionable if

the DMAs, [he C64 should still be able to

process the data, which means the actual

maximum data rale would depend on Ihe

kind of application and data, [f data is only

received, about I MB per second (or 9 Mbit/

s) is possible; with additional data

processing, 500 kB/s to 750 kB/s (4 lo 6

Mbit/s) should not be exceeded, in order to

preserve enough computing time (bus

cycles) for the actual processing.

Unfortunately, there's more to do than just

receive data. The processing of US13 data

causes a considerable workload on the

memory as well as the rest of the machine.

Even on a State-of-the-art PC, a constantly

active USB interlace generates around a 5%

epu load. You can guess what this means on

a C64. From this point of view, a SCPU

seems to be an absolute requirement for

using the USB. because it offers the required

cpu power, Also, a REU or SuperRAM is an

absolute minimum requirement, duo to the

memory intensity of the USB management

structures.

An interface such as this would be

interesting at any rate, because it would

allow us to use keyboards and mice from

PCs on the C64, for example. On the other

hand, there are other ways to achieve this

using less resources. It would enable us to

have the use of modem sound cards and

other USB peripherals, like scanners, but

appliances such as these require the full

bandwidth ofI2 Mbit/s. What makes USB a

practical concept is the fact that only drivers

have to be written in order to support these

devices; the devices themselves (finally!)

don't have to be customized to a particular

platform anymore. This would allow easy

access to modem peripherals with the C64.

Rumours are thai there might be a USB

adapter from CMD that supports the slower

transfer mode. However, due to their recent

announcement [3] to withdraw from

developing new Commodore hardware in the

medium term and only consider new

***

The Computer-Specialist
***

C16 - C116 - PLUS/4 - 1541 - 1551 - 1571 - 1581 - C64 -

Drucker-1530 -1531 - VC20 - C128 - C128D - PC

Hardware Software

'/inter-Spooler, Books. 256KB RAM:Free-, PD-. Shareware

Extension for PA. C16-C116-P4-CS4- userprograms. data-transfer. RS232

1541-1551-1581 exchange-units and Centronics, superbase. FIG-

3CBs. Mouse with adapters and driver, FOURTH, LOGO, ULTRA-FORTI I

RS232-Centronlcs+dala transfer Game- USA- + Hungaria Sofl

nterfaces. wilh software, increased Turbotape Super for 64KB C16/C116

powerumts. 1200 + 1400 mA foriAII disks total full wilh 170KByle

C16/C116. romlisting 3.5 . mailbox-Programs each 9,50 DM, GEOS

working, EPROMs, PAOS for P4, Sound, speach anc

nandbooks+manuais, module, modulsolt. Original GEOS 3.5 for
oysticks, disks. IEC4B8 interface. P4 in C16/C116/Plus4 4 1551. copy and

German, 64KB REU for C1G^C116, crackprograms, machine-language
Das grofie PLUS4 Buch" for 19.50 CALC + SCRIPT in German, nibbler.

3M. "Das grofie C64 Buch11 for 29,30 etc.

3M. dataset-juslage II

Special offers: Power supplies, printer. Discount for disks:

316/CI16, monitors, computers. 5 10 15 20 30 50 75 pieces

loppie-heads. PCBs 1541 II, 1520 25 30 40 50 60 % discounl
Commodore ICs. transistors, etc. now only 9,50 DM PER DISK

Repair and service: Advising service daily 9 am to 8 pm
Repair from 29,50 DM + material in 24 hours. All original spareparts modul CaBla.

adapters, RAMs. plugs, oiiensions, single parts Floppy repair from 39.50 DM +

material Keyboards, modulaters. crystals, nil power supplies, exhanging-unrts and

PCBs. LEDa. circuil-diagrams, ICs, paddlo-tcable for 1551. padflle-sticks lor C64,
aprom-bauM with 12x switch ana 2*8 sol places, shielding for 1551 far noises.
Kuyboard cleanmfj. utility moduios with your own software or standards.

One evorytime new bonus-disk per order and informations with

tips and tricks and our big advising sorvice for the costumers

*** ELEKTRONIK - TECHNIK ***

*** Ing. Uwe Peters VDI/DGQ ***
Tannonwog 3. 0-24610 Trappcnkamp, Ggrmany

TgI.: 0049 43 23139 91 FAX/MODUM/DFU 4415



CMD WAREHOUSE BARGAINS
-■ -

CMD'i Warehouse Barealns include many linnl-io-liml used and jwhere noted) new
ltcn& In most rasnviT haveonly oneornvvofeach iiein in UKkifta besure to plan

yourorder before your election has been lakcni Aminimumotda1of$20.00 applies

to all WarehouseSale unlm. Shipping charges are nm included In the pritesshown.

(.See ourmain adiertiscmcol eheirhere in this issue for shipping information)*

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY ON THESE ITEMS

refund* Al! liena listed ben art sold "as-is", end all salts are final. /Vims and specifications

subject to chengt n ithuui notice Not responsible fur (ipograpWcflf otoh.

BOOKS

32 BASK Programs bi the C« S3W

Ara»myOIThe15it SSOO

EaseCorrputerGames . SSOO

C12eConputeiMedDesinn(ncw) .. S300

C&f Pragrammci's Roiercnco Guide S25CO

Commodore 64 Favcwilo Programs EipUined SIO.CO

Commodore 64 For Kids trom 81o BO $8.00
Commodore 64 Games Book S500

CommKlore 64 Programs tor the Homo $300

CompuS's First Baft olC=64Seiri(Gra phis SlOCO

Compu!es ESMrW Bock Ol Commodore 64 Sit) CO
CompuSsSecondBookolMachircLa.Tgiage SI00O

•Guise»Caie,FeMm3andTranno.olC-M' S6.CC

How To Uk The CcwraMoreW Computer .. S10.00

Irises Conmodois DOS SlOCO

Osbome i Usefs HetererceGuiH Sis CO

Si$ertaseThe Book SlOCO

TlieE^enB(vCom(rjMore64 SlOCO

TiieOlfeel Book 01 King's OuGSl-Dawmlry STOCO

Using 8 Programming ins CM SB 00

Using Newsroom $1000

Your Commodore 64-A Guide 10 the C 64 ... S10.00

BUSINESS

y

Dattmanajer US

D 2S

Dalasianager 2 (new)

Easy Firarce 1

EFYXMcrcsoflMJtplanSprfladsheet .. .

Financial CooktoOk-NEW

General Ledger* the C=64-NEW

p

Payable* for the C=M-new

Pannes Ch«{ -Persia! Planniig System.

P AblHl

PractfiteE-Hfiewl

teeivaffis fcr the C=«-NEW

BUN Prodjclwity PaK M

Silent Butler (Check Wilting system)

Superbase Starter-NEW

Switealc 123

S.vitealcH

The ConsvifinHDaiabase Management.

The Home toman!

The Hoise Manager

Tfe

The 1'fcrd Maoine-Narse Machine (ne*)

Valuecat

sioco

S15 0O

SlOCO

S15C0
S2000

St=CO

55 00

$1000

SSOO

$15.00

SlOCO

S1000

S1500

S3 M

S10.CC

$503

SlOCO

SlOCO

S15 CO

$800

$15 00

$1000

S20.M
$1000

S1S00

S1500

$10.00

S1000

S10.00

Sioo

.S3 CD

CARTRIDGES

Al! in The Color Caves SlOCO

Alpha Build S10.CO

Big Biro's Special Ddwey SIOM

BuBble Burst S10.CO

DrapcrMen S6.00

Fscemater-{ne») SiOM

Hesa SlOCO

KrfsonKeys-fnew] S10M

KiWicoTp SlOCO

Lemars £800

L-"ingLogs .. $1000

fen 5 Cartridge SI5C0

Maslertypeine*) SlOCO

MS Par-Man Sfl.CO

Pi nba» Spectacular sa.CO

Radar P-ai Race SSCO

Sea Speller S10.00

The Final Cartridge
Dpi Am em

CARTRIDGES |No Docs

Blueprint

downs

Ducks Ahoy

Kindercomp

L&nans

Linking Loge

Magic Desk I

Merory Manor

Vic 20 ■H««jre-O.TdrunMf

Vfea-Avwgaf
Vic20-JuprterLander ....

DESIGN

g

JinjleDisk-NEW

Ptniets Onl lor Pimi Swo
TheOTOtmasKitNEW

TneNe*sn»m

The Nwsrocm (raw)

Tile Print Slop Ccmpancn

DISK UTILITY

ComMKtae

Disk Lttilto

EDUCATIONAUCHILDR

Compute!

Early Learning fnends

Easy Lesson art Easy Oji

Ennishl
ENGLISH II

Fjs; Men on we Moor

GradeAMath

$100)

si; oo

.... S10D0

usPak

is*)

In Seaicti ol the Moil Amaiing Thing-(new)

Jungle Gook Reading-(new)

KoaLiijiams Spelling 1 -use wih Koala Pad-tnm

Logic Builders

Man Bustos

MECC B

MECCCOellLake .

Paint-A-Rhyme -to use wiJ> Koala Pad-fns*1)

Snccper Troops Case "2 .

SruoperTroc«sCase■!(r»«)

Sreopy s SkyMKf ScranDlty

SsoiyMachiw 1
SUNBUaST.Mcrntsy Building Bte«s

Tata olMysieiy

The Arpps Eipcdiiion

Up lor Grats-(new)

Where In Euwpe is Carnien $an Die^D (re*)

Where mas USA is Carmen Sanfiiego
Wh«e m fie WorH is Car^gi San D«go (ne*)

WJlM

S600

S600

S6CO

sew

51000

S1000

.51500

stsco

. SlOCO

$500

..SSOO

S5m

S10M

SaCW

SSM

5500

$500

5600

S600

■ $600

$800
.SSOO

$800

$800

E6C0

So CO

SSCO

S5M

S6C0

S10M

S8M

SiOOO

saco

S8M

56 CO

SSM)

SHI 00

52000

S!5 00

SlOCO

GAMES

30 SoM GoW CM'H! Entertainment H.B SlOCO

20 So:d GoH HiS -5 Disks

Wens

taesa

Aictnn

$10 M

S4C0

S6 M

$10 CO

Aidok-TheBaiMrian

Batman

BdlmanTheCapedCnfiadH

£ek)*Th«FliH!(NEW]

3IOW Morey-NEW

Blue Angels-fomatasi Fljgftl SmuBton

BopNWresHe-NEW

Burfauctacy

CavematiLigluympra

Champwnsliip Baseball

Criampionship Wrestling

Oiomp(new)

Classc Concsmratan

Commodore WC Test PtoHJEW .

Ccnllcl in VxSmm-UBN

CounDwn n SnuBc«n .

Crasslae

CynraCness

S8M

58M

.. SSM
S3M

.. SSM

..SSCO

S6M

SSOO

. SSM

•■ ■■

SSCO

. seco

S5M

. 55.M

SS.M

55M

Demon's Winttf

FiSStnko Eagle

FeuJ

Fist ■ The Legend Confnues

High! StmuBIOr II

GBC

L Oamsofshp FooBbI

Gc« Becert Face-(nw)

Hacfcer

nardta'1 (new)

Hoartlarfl (no*)

High Rtrfte-NEW

Howard me Duck-Mvemareoii Volcano island

invaseisoltneLostTorr.b-lnewl

JackNickausGreatesi 18 Holes o' GoH-KelV
Jaws

Jeopardy-Junior Editon

Jotin EdM/s Ouaiterteck

Karate Chop (ne*|

KungFuNSKkso!Deain(ne*)

LasiNiii[a2-NEW

Legionnaire

LordsolContiue5V|r*/i)

Lords oIConqucsl-.NEW

MoanSBeets

MsppiayVotumel
Mini Man

Munta By Pe Dc;en

Navy Seal

Navy Seal{new)

.'.■■ ;-.'.- n ■■:

Predator

Piesdental Campaign

Prnjoc IS pace Swton .. .

0-Bcpper

Ou(rw)

Oueslronll

Raid Over Mokcw

Raid &:er Mo5co»

Robbers c/ fe Los Tons.

Sarwon

Sargoii ll-fnew) , -

Sargon ln-inew)

Serve ana Volley (new)
Shircbi

Siientsewe

y

Srttw Strike-NEV;

Sator.bi ..

Summer Games!!

Supofman

Superstar Ke Hockey
Suspandod -A Ciyogernc Nighimar«

SviordclFargoal

Tag Team Wrcswtg ,.

TETRIS

The Lasl Nir.ja

$600

S10 00

SlOCO

$6(0

SlOCO

$6 CO
SSOO

$10 CC

S6M

$1000

MC0

56 CO

..36 00

,.S6W

S4M

S6m

seen

S6M

wco

,5*M

.5603

.5403

S6M

.SA.CC

$10.00

. S6.W

$6 00

S1SM

54 CO

Seco

56M

JlOCO

S6M

S4 00

$600

seco

sem

S4m

sem

S6M

56 M

S6M

$600

SlOCO

S6C0

S6C0

S6M

seco

. S6C0

. $5CO

S6M

S6M
SlOCO

MOO

SSOO

SSCO

56 CO

ssm

sew

56 CO

MM

56 M

S6M

$JM

$6M

.$6 M

MOO

SAW

$6M
HCO

SJM

SJK)

$6 CO

seco

SSCO

sem

seco

sem

S4C0

Mm

S6M

S6M

SJM

Se«

S5C0
WCO

SJM

Sem

S4C0

ThcLoidsolMflnight 56CC

The President is Hissing (naw| SSCO

TheWofkJsGreatesi&JMballGarr.o . S4C0

Thad Rdgs-NEW S6C0

Tl .. - .S4.CO

S6C0

S5.O3

Ultimate Wizard S6W

WarmUjddFeEartn-NEW S6.M

IVheelofFoMura 58 CO

Wild Sireets-NEW .,. S6M

WotdFlyra 56 CO

Z-Pilol MM

Zenji 56 W

2Bik! -- - S6C0

ZoiKII $1000

Zoitlll-NEW SSCO

GEOS

DesliHCk 5-NEW ..

Fompatk 1-NEW

GiOEASIC (new)

SlOCO

SlOCO

SlOCO

HARDWARE

1351 Mousewi'Manuai-nonek $2001

1702 Momtoi -Color 4J Column returtshM $M00

1 SO? Mcr.itoi-Color Monitor it) Column relurtJ S13900

Aprotek120OBaudMr.i-Modem(ne#J S3000

Assortsd Jo>-s:ic*s 55 00

S699S

S59.S5

C64 Keyboard (NEW) SO 95

C&f Kejtard (relufbtthed) SM 95

CFUWVersiwiaaseModel S135CO

Datasette SSCO

EPYXFasiLoadCanrdgewiMarUHl SlOCO

HoT.ewr:ter tQ P;intEf w/nsanual $45.00

Koala Pad My/wiM ..,„ S20.M

KXP10901 Printer 575.00

Laser 190E Pnnter ,„ SoO.Cfi

Magic Mouse SlOCO

Magic VoeeSpeechModuls SEOCO

Mur«J«ier SSOOO

ffljmaie 10 Color FWilaw'maraal.dsk.(t6ors W5CO
STAH GerniTi 10X w Manual SKOJ

Super EiparcaEJ $800

Itie Vcce Messengft -Speecn 64 . 520.00

Used Slmbne cases lor Cmtwdore 64 S1000

VICMCCEMI0IVIC20 SSOO

MI5CELLAHE0U5

10 Assorted Commodore Magazmos 1955-66 ...510.00

HDKta $500

HcmeVto Produce/ 510.00

Insam Muse-NEW S600

LOADSTAR Disks«6.65 66.67.68 51000

55 CO

SiO.CO

HISCELL4NEOJS SOFTWARE

Aeracics

EcbSleim Pro (ne*)

C

Commodore Technology

Music Construction Kit

SAT Score Improvement System....

....S6.00

... . S10.CO

. .. SS.M

S5.00

ss.ee

S5.C0

. . ..$8.00

PROGRAMMING

Beter Wooing Pens fliiemWe* SIO.CO
GEO3ASIC (ne*).... . SIO.CO

Hes.-arc ■ Gn-rtja test. . SIO.CO

WroSjcwnioBASia'artl SSCO
0>!ord Baic 510.00

Oiford Pascal SlOCO

SiransBasic S'0.00

San Pragrair.maig wj'Gorte* and !he Microchips . $5 00

WORD PROCESSING

Easy Scrpl $500

Masteriypes Wrto SBM

MirageCdnceiiiS-WordPioeessOr-Pioleswnal $1000
Outraueous Psges-NEW SM.CO

SiSH-Te1! Protecral SSM

Supoieit Worj PtKesscr S10 W

ThePrsiiedMcit S80O

520.00

52000
WorilWtitet6-NEW .S1500

WorHpraSRus&i-NEW S1500

Wordprow/UitoLoadtSave-NEW $1500

Wr.tersChoce Sem
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^-/Barrier 20 MHz Accelerators
for the Commodore 6f "-f MJV

Breathes New Life into your

Increases System Performanc

by up to 22 Times

Makes Sluggish Old Programs

.-■■■■

■ ■ ."' vi ■" .
^.

■' '" ■, '■■-'-■ . . '
,••*■'

"Nta*

Take Your Commodore Into The Next Millenium!

Programs will suddenly spring to life, screens and menus pop
up instantly, scrolling becomes fluid, and graphics fly. A

Commodore equipped with a SuperCPU is like having a

Voikswagon with a V-8. There's one small difference: the
SuperCPU rides much smoother. And while the SuperCPU

provides your computer with a radical increase in horsepowei

fup to 22 times (aster), its operating system makes that power

easy to use by maintaining compatibility with most existing

programs and by making itself virtually transparent to the user

and the compuler.

Looking to the future, the powerful 65816 microprocessor

gives programmers vast new resources to create powerful

and sophisticated software. With its 16-bit registers, up to 16

Megabytes of system memory and an enhanced instruction

sel based on the 6502 core, the SuperCPU makes it easy to
enhance existing software while providing the muscle needed

to create a whole new generation of Commodore programs

integrating more extensive graphics, sound and animation.

To get the most from your existing programs and to get ready

for the future with just one puchase. get a SuperCPU. You'll

wonder why you waited this long!

uperCPU 6M

uperCPU 15S

■prices do not include shipping

Features:

• High-speed microprocessor, 128K or 256K of fast RAM,

advanced hardware logic, and up to 512K ROM enable

you to run all types of existing commercial software at

speeds up to 22 limes faster than stock machines.

■ BASIC programs, including most Bulletin Board Systems,

seem to run as fast as machine language, and compiled

BASIC programs run faster than ever!

• Commercial machine language programs (databases,

spreadsheets, word processors, telecommunications,

rjiaphics, etc.) run so fast that you'll think you're running

them on a complelely different computer!

■ GEOS comes alive —No typing or scrolling delays, graphic

operations happen instantly, plus faster printing and disk

access! Includes an enhanced GEOS setup utility!

• Easy-to-use: Plug it into your cartridge port" and start

working —no special adjustments needea

• Built-in JiffyDOS Kernal boosts disk access speed up to

15 times faster with JiffyDOS-equipped drives.

■ Pass-thru port provides compatibility with RAMLink,

SwiftLink. Turbo-23 2. REUs and other cartridges.

• Unit Enable/Disable. JiffyDOS On/Off, Normal-Turbo, and

Reset switches make using the SuperCPU a snap!

'■Additional MMU SuperAdapter installation required for 128 version.

SuperRAM Card (0 MB) $79 • 4 MB $114 • 8 MB $139 • 16 MB $179

SuperCPU 64 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) $219 • 4 MB $254 • 8 MB $278 • 16 MB $318

SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM (0 MB) $279 ■ 4 MB $314 • 8 MB $338 ■ 16 MB $378

Prices do not include shipping and are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors.


